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PERMANENT -800 SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL NEW YORK. N Y. 10017

TO THE UNITED NATIONS XO 750

9 December 1977

Excellency,

I have the honour to inform you that a delegation of the
International Committee of the Red Cross recently visited
Israel for the purpose of making its first contact at a high
level with the new Government in Israel.

The Delegation was composed of Mr. Richard Pestalozzi,
Special Assistant to the President of the International
Commiti-ee of the Red Cross, and Mr. Jean-Pierre Hocke,
Director of the Operations Department of the International
Committee of the Red Cross. In Jerusalem and in Tel Aviv,
the delegation met with the minister of Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Moshe Dayan; the Mlinister of Defence, Mr. Ezer Weizman;
the Minister of the Interior, Mr. Yosef Burg; the Minister
of Justice, Mr. Shmuel Tamir; the Israel Defence Forces
Coordinator for the Territories, General Avraham Orly; and
the Assistant Director-General responsible for United Nations
Affairs in the Israel Foreign Ministry, Ambassador Eytan Ronn.

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General
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Following the visit, the Spokesman of the Israel Defence
Forces issued the following statement on 6 December 1977:

"Ilsrael recently informed the International Committee
of the Red Cross of a substantial extension of the
arrangements for visits by ICRC delegates to security
detainees in the territories. According to the new
arrangements, the military government authorities will
notify the ICRC of the arrest of security detainees
within fourteen days of the arrest of security detainees
and an ICRC delegate will be entitled to visit without
witnesses every such detainee within that period in
order to ascertain the detainee's health.

"After the visit, jif the ICRC delegate so requests,
the detainee may promptly be examined without witnesses
by a Red Cross physician.

"Agreement has been reached as to visits in special
circumstances within less than fourteen days from the
arrest."

A parallel statement was published by the International
Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva on 6 December 1977.

Although Israel does not consider that the Geneva Convention
relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time- of War,
of 12 August 1949, is applicable to the territories, in practice
it applies all the humanitarian provisions contained in it, and
the representatives of the International Committee of the Red
Cross are accorded all the rights and privileges provided for
under it.

I should like to emphasize that these new arrangements are in
line with the Israel Government's policy of allowing complete
and free access to the territories and that the Israel administration
in the territories is willing and capable of operating under
the full exposure of international opinion. It is hoped that
the uanusual and unprecedented step of allowing Red Cross
delegates, accompanied, if necessary, by a Red Cross doctor,
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to visit detainees during the initial period of interrogation
will go a long way towards quashing once and for all the
empty allegations of Arab propaganda which have been raised
once again in the course of the current session of the General
Assembly.

I should be grateful if you would have this letter circulated
as a document of the General Pssembly, under agenda item 57.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Chaimn Herzog
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations



PERMANENT / 800 SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL /NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

TO THE UNITED NATIONS
OXFORD 7-5500

6 December 1,977

Excellency,

I have the honour to draw your attention to the following
extracts from an interview which was conducted on
4 December 1977 with the President of the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya on the ABC television network programme, "Issues
and Answers". The interviewers were Mr. Bob Clark and
Mr. Frank Reynolds, both of ABC Television.

In reply to a question as to whether Libya would accept
the right of Israel to exist if a United Nations resolution
stated that there would be a Palestinian homeland, Colonel
Qaddafi, speaking through an interpreter said:

"If a homeland is established for the Palestinians, this
means that the Palestinians have returned to their
homeland. But if you mean the establishing of a Palestinian
state in the West Bank only, or Gaza Strip, this, in the
point of view of Yasir Arafat, and all the Palestinian
leaders, is only as a base for them to continue their
struggle for the liberation of their homeland. And this
is the point of view of all Palestinians from the right
to the left.

'They are viewing this subject as a precise determination
that they should continue their struggle from the river to
the sea. This is the truth, because I don't want to deceive
the public opinion."

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General
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In reply to a question as to whether he, perhaps jointly with
the other "rejectionist" Arab leaders who met in Tripoli last
weekend, would be willing under any circumstances to meet
anywhere with the Prime Minister of Israel, as did President
Sadat of Egypt, Colonel Qaddafi replied:

"We reject this. Not only we, but from the point of
principi½. We reject to negotiate with an enemy, who
a.re occupying'our land. Also, we know the so-called Begin,
that he has no right as a civilized, or a decent individual,
because he used to be a terrorist."

"He used to be a terrorist, and he is anti-Semitic."

This response led to a discussion of international terror:

"Reynolds: Colonel Qaddafi, on that subject. Don't you
support groups that in many parts of the world are considered
terrorists?

"Qadda~fi: _ This is the claim of the Zionists and the Americans,
witho-Uf anj proof, or without any foundation. We challenge
those who accuse us to bring any proof. We are a great
nation, which has very high values, and it is a nation, who
make the international civilization, so our behaviour, and
our values cannot permit us to make any terrorist actions.

"But the United States, which has two hundred years old, and
.which has been touted (?) as a state~because of the terrorist
actions in Europe, has now been making terrorist actions
against the countries of the world.

"Clark: But, Colonel Qaddafi, you have --

"Reynolds: Where? Where? Wait a moment. Where are we, where
is the United States making terrorist actions? If I understood,
Colonel -

"Qaddafi: The United States, the United States is making
terrorist actions against people by making warnings that
the United States will occupy the oil fields of certain
countries. The United States prevents the sale of foodstuffs,
and, to poor nations, and also warning the many countries of
the world by its fleets and its armed arsenals, and also
with the mercenary, merciless mission against the, against
people in many countries.
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"Clark: Colonel, if I may interrupt--

"Qaddafi: And also making the world fearful of the United
States atomic bomb.

"Clark: Colonel--

"Qaddafi: So, the United States is rightfully the leader

of the international terrorists."

"ýQaddafi: (in English) He (President Carter) is not the
leader of the United States forever. He is only the
temporary President.

"Clark: You don't hold him responsible, then, -for what you
consider past actions?

"Qaddafi (in English): No. I mean, the policy for the
United States of America is responsible for that terrorism
in the world."

I should be grateful if you would have this letter circulated
as a document of the General Assembly under agenda items 31,
50 and 118.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

~z~CaimHe~rzog
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations



PERMANENT 1 800 SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL / NEW YORK. N. Y. 10017

TO THE UNITED NATIONSOXRD750

.6 December 1977

Excellency,

I have the honour to draw your attention to the following
extracts from an interview which was conducted on
4 December 1977 with the President of the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya on the ABC television network programme, "Issues
and Answers". The interviewers were Mr. Bob Clark and
Mr. Frank Reynolds, both of ABC Television.

In reply to a question as to whether Libya would accept
the right of,,srael_ to exist if a United Nations resolution
stated th'at there would be a Palestinian homeland, Colonel
Qaddafi, speaking through an interpreter said:

"If a homeland is established for the Palestinians, this
means that the Palestinians have returned to their
homeland. But if you mean the establishing of a Palestinian
state in the West Bank only, or Gaza Strip, this, in the
point of view of Yasir Arafat, and all the Palestinian
leaders, is only as' a base for them to continue their
struggle for the liberation of their homeland. And this
is the point of view of all Palestinians from the right
to the left.

'They are viewing this 'subject as a precise determination
that they should continue their struggle from the river to
the sea. This is the truth, because I don't want to. deceive
the public opinion."

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General
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in reply to a question as to whether he, perhaps jointly with
the other "rejectionist" Arab leaders who met in Tripoli last
weekend, would be willing under any circumstances to meet
anywhere with the Prime Minister of Israel, as did President
Sadat of Egypt-, Colonel Qaddafi replied:

"We reject this. Not only we, but from the point of
principle. We reject to negotiate with an enemy, who
a.re occupying'our land. Also, we know the so-called Begin,
that he has no right as a civilized, or a decent individual,
because he used to be a terrorist."

"He used to be a terrorist, and he is anti-Semitic."

This response led to a discussion of international terror:

"Reynolds: Colonel Qaddafi, on that subject. Don't you
support groups that in many parts of the world are considered
terrorists?

"Qaddafi: This is the claim of the Zionists and the Americans,
without any proof, or without any foundation. We challenge
those who accuse us to bring any proof. We are a great
nation, which has very high values, and it is a nation, who
make the international civilization, so our behaviour, and
our values cannot permit us to make any terrorist actions.

"But the United States, which has two hundred years old, and
which has been touted (?) as a state,because of the terrorist
actions in Europe, has now been making terrorist actions
against the countries of the world.

"Clark: But, Colonel Qaddafi, you have --

"Reynolds,: Where? Where? Wait a moment. Where are we, where
is the United States making terrorist actions? If I understood,
Colonel -

"Qaddafi: The.United States, the United States is making
terrorist actions against people by making warnings that
the United States 'will occupy the oil fields of certain
countries. The United States prevents the sale of foodstuffs,
and, to poor nations, and also warning the, many countries of
the world by its fleets and its armed arsenals, and also
with the mercenary, merciless mission against the, against
people in many countries.

V
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"Clark: Colonel, if I may interrupt--

"Qaddafi: And also making the world fearful of the United
States atomic bomb.

"Clark: Colonel--

"Qaddafi: -So, the United States is rightfully the leader

of the international terrorists."

"ýQaddafi: (in-English) He (President Carter) is not the
leader of the United States forever. He is only the
temporary President.-

"Clark: You don't hold him responsible, then, for what you
consider past actions?

"`Qaddafi (in English): No., I mean, the policy for the
United States of America is responsible for that terrorism
in the, world."

I should be grateful if you would have this letter circulated
as a docuqie ~t-& fthe General Assembly under agenda items 31,
.50 and 118.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

1_••C66aimriHer zog
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations
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REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL

TO THE UNITED NATIONS Ct [,-C. v(_ký f

800 SECOND AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

OXFORD 7-5500

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United
Nations presents his complimentsý to. the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and, in reference-to. his letter
P0/230 SOAF of 10 November 1977,' has the honour to
inform him that, in the formulation of its policy, Israel
will be guided by Security Council Resolution 418 (1977),
on the question of South.Africa adopted by the Security
Council on 4 November 1977.

The Permanent Representzative of Israel to the United
Nations requests the Secretary-General to have this letter
circula I 'as a document of the Security Council.

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United
Nations avails himself of this opportunity to renew to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations the assurances of
his highest consideration.

New York
7December 1977,1



FOREIGN~ AFFAIRS, JULY 1977

/ 'kddy Ko//ek

_Jýleplace of Jerusalem in the process of seeking peace in

theMidle astis niqe. ts istriclemo~tional and( interna-
tional complexit ies set it apart froim other issues which mlay be
Sol ved onl the basis of mutually agreed boumndaries. The quest ions
that the Arabs raise about Jerusalem cannot be decided by drawing
a line. The future of' Jerusalemn cannot Ibe resolve([ by division.

This (toes not mecan that Jerusaloin is "a.n insolub~le problem ." It
means that Jerusalemi's people of dliffering faiths, cultures and
aspirations must find peaceful ways to live together other than by
drawing a line in the sand with a stick. It is no solution to build
again concrete walls and barbed wire through the middle of the
city.

The problem of' Jerusalem is difficult because age-oldl and
deeply felt emo)tions are encrusted over the rationality necessary to
find1 solutions. But I am convincedI that these solutions ca;n be
found by men of good will.

Let me be perfectly candlid. T-he thing I dlreadl most is that this
city, so beautiful, So mleanlingful , So holy to millions of' people,
Should ever be divided againl; that barbed wire fences, mniuie fields
andl concrete barriers sho)uld again sever its streets; tha a ruied
men again patrol a fr-ont ier through its heart. I fear the re-division
of' jerusa lem In Io only as the mayor of the city, as a Jew and as an
Israeli, but as a huminan being who is (deeply sensitive to its history
an(1 who cares profoundly about the well-being of its inhabitants.

jersusaleim is, of' course, one of (lhe oldest cities. Signs of ima
habitat ion have been foun d damiing back at least 4 ,000 year s. InI the
cour'se of* these m1ilieunia it has been coveted and conque tired by a
host of peoples: Canaanites, JebuISites, Jews, Babylonians, Assyr-
ians, Persians, Romans, Byzantines, Arabs, Crusaders, Mlaine-
lukes, Ottomans, British, Jews. But throughout those thousands of
years, Jerusalem has been divided for less than two decades -from
1948 to 1967. It must never again be dlivided. Once more to cut this
living city in two wouldi be as cruel as it is irrational.
Why have all these successive peoples* sought this city? It has nlo

Teddy Kollek has been Mayor of Jerusalem since 1965.
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natural resources; it hats no port; it has no material wealth. It has
b~een covetedl primarily fof spiritual reasons; it wats thle site of the
Templle of thle Jews, the site of' the Crucifixion of Jesus and the
place f romi which Moliatiinied rose to Heaven.

Th'le filct that all three great monotheistic religions find meaning
in Jerusalem cannot be at random) accidlent . I think the reasonl is
clear. First of all, Jerusalemn is at beautiful place set in the mystical
jiidaeanl I fills, conducive to mleolitation andl( thought andio wondecr at
the meaniung of life. And seconolly, fur all their tensions and
excluisivyenes s, the three great religions ar historically deeply inter-
relatedl. Jesus camne to Jerusalem because hie was at Jew who made
the( pilgiiintage to) the City of TDavid and the TIem pie. Moha lilne
whose roots were in Mecca andl Medinia, is saidI to have visited
J eruisalem (luring his night ride b~ecause his idleas and his vision
were inte.rreclated withiJ udaisin and Christianity. We mlust live with
the reality of' these conniections. F~or centuries men have fought
andl dited because of thiem. But 1 am11 not allonle inl feeling initenlselyI
that mien can also live inl brotherhood b~ecause of theml.

Thecse very connections make any division of Jerusalemi a sense-
less exercise. The remaining Western Wall of' the ~Temple enclo-
sure, (lhe Church-I of the Holy Sepulchre and the Domle of the Rock
are all inl thle Ol( City within yards of each other. The D~ome of the
Rock is act ually onl top of the 'Temple Mount, thle very site of' tile
TIempile of the Jews.

In 1947, as the British were abourtto relinquish their MandateI, (over Palestine, the United Nations, in addition to its partition
re'omnmendIations, proposed to make Jerusalem an international-
ized city. This solution p~roved unacceptable to both Muslims and
Jews. Imimedhiately following the passage of thle United Nations
resolution the Arabs initiated violent attacks onl the Jews of jerusa-

II 1cm. At the end of the generalized and prolonged fighting which
follo(wed, the Arabs held East Jerusalem and thle Olol City, andl the
Jewvs, Wet Jerusalem.

T[he Vdt Rdli supp~lortedI internationalization at that timei. But thle
Roman Catholic Church, although of great in fluence in the worldI,
is only onle elenient amiong the more than 30 Christian (lcno~iliimna-
tions in Jerusalem. The Catholics, fom' examplle, own about 17
percent oft hei Christian Holy Places. Apart froml this, however, for
"a iI[)U5 i'Cas mls tilie emii lliasis ()ft Ille Vaticanl sce-nis over t lie years 1()
have b een greatlIy modif~iied. No)V is initerniat ionalizatiloln su1mr)p)led
by ot herl leadlin g Chl-i stia ii comi in unities ill Jecrusalemll

F[he rel~jigis tenets of the INI uslimls excludle internationalizaltion
because they reject the idlea that the T'emnple Modiiit-Jthfe Harain -

Pa
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shou11ldC be ruledl by inifidels. From that point of'view Dr'. Wald heill
is as muchl an2 in'fidelI as Illm. I oreover, it (I )Stot ((od it-
their political aspirations. As-to the JeI(ws thle centrality of Jerusaleml
in Jewish fhut h and tradition andl the intensity of .Jewishl feeling
about1i Jerusalem are reflected1 in t he 2,000-year-i l(1 prayer re-
peated1 throughout the cenituries, "Next year in Jerusalem." T]his
symbolizes not only a religious hope Ibut. metmories of ancient
glories ulnder Jewish rule andl anl unyieldling struggle for- their
revival. All this is expressed1 fol Jews in thle word "Jerusalem." TIhe
Jewish People cannot give up Jerusalem, nor- canl or will they ever
again remove their capital hrom jeruisalem.

But independent o f these intense feelings, internationalizationl
will not work for pragmiatic reasons. Past experience, whet her inl
Trieste or in IDanzig, has showni its unworkability. Ill thle case of

( ~Danzig ind(eedl it contrib~utedl to lbringing onl a world warl.
A cityv cannot be run by a committee, particularly a city of'such

Coil) plexit ies and diversities as Jerusaleml. Before building a roadl
or a sewage system, the conmmittee mlemlbers would have to recferI
back to their foreign offices or to aI United Nations bu11reaucracy.
And wvho wvould pay) the bills? Jerulsaleml is not anl industrial city; its
economy is basedl on govecrnment and edlucation and ton risin * and
it dloes not have thle taxing power to pay for itself'. Today it is
supplorted by the( state of' Israel. TIo this should be added that
Israel's exp~erience inl thet Uniit ed Nati( )n5 of'recenti years has beenl
t rau mat ic and there is little or no~ confidence t hat anl in~ternaLiolial
b~ody, ~vwhic pre~sumablly would operate uinder thle authority of and
reflect various power elements in the United Nations, Would be
either inmpart ial or effect ive.

hie mayor of.1erisaleni dfoes not make foreign policy; that is thle
funtio [ Israel's nmu t iinal g )Vern inetit Btit whenl I lo ok at tilie

1.i~~f Jerusalem, there are two premises with] which virtually

suggestedl: that Jerusalemi shall remain undivided and that it shall
remain thle capital of Israel. All Jerusalemlites of every p~ersutasion
demand that, under whatever political solution, the city will remlain
accessible to all and the rights of every religion to its holy places will
be preserved.

These two conditions have now existed for tenl years-since thle
city was so uinexpectedlly unified when the Jordanians attacked
Israel inl thle June 1967 War. And I think that the history' of
relations in Jerusalem between JeWs, Arabs and Christians during
this decade points to the kind of solution we should eventually
evolve for Jerusalem.
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Tensions (10 exist today' in the city and nobody can deny them.
But it was it much less happy city when walls and barbed wire
divided it; andI it was certainly at more violent city than it is today.
We have m~adle progress toward1s at city of tolerant coe.xistence in
which COMitloi interests are emerging, and wve have estab~lislhed
crtucial pri nci ples that mIa ke continuing progress possible. F'ou r of-
these prinlciples arc:

1. There shall be free access to all the Holy, Places and they shall
be adlminlistered by their adlherenlts.

2. Everything possible shall lbe (lone to ensure unhindered de-
velopnienit of the Arab way of life in the Arab sections of the city
andl to ensure tihe Arabs a practical religious, cultural, and corn-
mlercial governanllce over their own daily lives. The samec holds
true, of' couii-se. for thle various Christ ian com muntities.

3. Everythling possible should be (lone to ensure equal govern-
tilen tal , nult 1ici pall andl Social services in all parts of* thle city.

4. Continuing efforts should be made to increase cult ural, Social
and econoinuic contacts among thle Various ele'ments of jerusalenm's
populait ion .

And, in faict, civic affairs, law enforcement, infrastructure ser-
vices, urban p)lanning, marketing and supply, and to a great extent
slo.ecialiied l nedlioal services are centrally providled to ill] Jerusalem-
ite(s.

Let mec briefly discuss these four principles.
First, the Holy Places. Throughout their occupation of East

Jeruisalemi froni 1 9,18 to 1967, the( jo r(~intianls renegedl onl their
coinnu1lt iuexuts undi~er the Armistice Agreemient to permnit Jews to
have access to andl to pray at the Western Wall. Insicad, there was a
miass (lest ruo ion of jewish synagogues, ando other religious shrines
were dlesecrated. T1here wits at ban oililthe acquisit ion of land by

Christian chiurches in anty paurt of East *Jerusalemi. We have no
reason to think the Arabs wvouldl act lilfe"rent ly inl thle futu re. They
have not in tilie me1anit i ic beconme mlore t(olerant.

Fvcr sinlce the reunihcf at ion of lithe city by Israel, access hals been]
opene~d to all I [oINv Pla-Ces br)I all recligionls and1( sects. 10 idav Clhris-
tia us adlin in ister li rist ianl H olv Places and1( Muslims ad minister
M!usil in IHoly Places. Israel is at tolerant enclave inl anl intolerant
part of't ile world.

Inl practice satisfactory wvorking arrangemients have evolved for
the Holy Places. The Arabs have independent administration with-
out interferenice, andl we maintain sovereignty. Inzternationial lawv-

-S
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yt'rs woul It1(1 d11(oub~t find( it a1 pr( ibleiii I f( ri'll)ulate t hese arrange-
mienits iln a way silttisfiactorv to1 bothI sides. Bilt iii pract~ice('t' exists
andi works w~ell.

TIhe Temp~le Monnt -a smiall area )f 40 o)r 50 acres -is the mlost
delicate pr )blelem It is itunder A rab) ad minist rat ion and Israeli soyv-
et'eignt y. Afitei- the f ire set by a dlemented Australian futndamenvital-
is! Chrlist iani to lithe Al A ksa Nh sne iic mi liet Temiple Nh ul nil inI969,
hie Arabs asked uts t)I , i hel guard this I-i uly E'nck stire .*" F(r the(

previous years, we had hadI ioi actual signs of' our so egtvoil
the Temple Mount. But then, at the Muslims' request, we ap-
P( uinteol 1)lcmnto protect the Mu tslim lb uly- Platces. No dletails
Were (liSt'nSSCe, but theC 1)01CCLic uit guardling the Te'mple Munis
commilanded by at Muslimi officer andi mannedi by a mixtutre of'
Ni usl itin, Jewish and Christ ian po)i.llcme. This a rranlgemenit is
based ()tit tacit d tie a(to underst andling emerging fl(Il th mi ie necessi-
tie's of a t' 11) oaelsituat ion.

Moerecentlly, tension was causedl whenl a grc)tl (ud o young jews
at templted to pray o)ti thle Tl'mple Moin t ill v.i( latio i( f' pretset't
regutlat ions and~ (lesplit the fiact that the ChIie-f Rabbinat e of' Israel
has prohibited religious Jews f'romi even visit lug the( T1emiple

Monbecause they' mlay inatdvertenttly Step O)it tilie place where
oiill' thle High Priest was alloweti ill ancient dlays.

A raT) tuenilbers od thle israeli p lce 4uce stalti()1(( )Ieti on the Tent-
ple Mount arrestetd the younig mlen an ml br( uugh th Ilin to trial. '[le
magistrate [on tlid~ in faoro thle Jewish boy)Ns andio ritleol that there is
an inherent Jewish right 1to pray onl the Tempille Mo t.Sensing a1
51 oril, I pressed thle governmlenit for1 ani ue it pil icy st ate-
lilt-lit . Ill respnisc', the \I in iste.r of' Po)ic-e i~sslt( I a siat('ilt'lit 6 mr-bid-
ditng prayers o)n thle 'I rple Mon )lilt. But th l risis WaIS s MOR, It( 1W si' s
than thle governmnent anticipated. Arabs, dIrawing o)It I i('ir co uicelpt
of, their ownl govern tile lt s ando courts, could tu it bel iev(e that a
magistrate would inake stoic a decis ion wit houit pr'ior atit tn rizat iul
f'roml a p~dmlitical anit hority. T hey susp)ected a sala mm t actic' to take the
Iefllple Nmlont from)Il theml slice by slice.

A reassii ring St ateicni I rill) (it her i lit' Prinic NIin isi r o)r lthe
NMiniiste'r ()If J ust ic( in igh t p'rh aps have' l)('(-t'ihlf. But the u'acts
that the a f~air was still iiIj11(1. licial hands and that there is ill 1 sra('l a
c'lear dIistinct ion bet weenijudicial and adm inilist rat ive f unct ions were
n() (loutl)t ithiib iting falct its. Mleanwhile,. aga inst the( backgl'oud lulf
thle fight inig inl the I A'haliOm anid unrela ted tenisions inl the West
Bank, the fatt was in the fire. Th~ere folflowed a series of serious
demonstrarions in the city.

Fortunately, however, the vast majority of Muslims in Jerusalem
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did( not padrticipadte inl the (listurbainces. Subsequently the Israel
I1 igh C our mcovrrutlcd thc decilsion of the nugist rate. To me the
whole incidi~ent was proof t hat there is a possibility of' living to-
getliecr.

Second. unhindI(eredl developmecnt of'the Arab waiy off uk inl the
Arab sections of* the city and Arab autonomy over their own daily

( lives:
We arc, inl American terms, a modleratc-si7.ed city -in all 370,000

of' whom ab~out 260,000) are jews, about 90,000 Muslim Arabs and
15,000 Chrtistians. Of' the Christians, thie majority are Armenians,
(;i''ks, E~thiopian~s anid memb~ers of variou's other' Venierablel (le-
nomnilat io ns. Roughly, thle same proport ion) bctwveen jews and non-
jcws has ('0111 ieud sillce (he first un official censuis was takcii inl
1 8-10 whlen 11w Jews were fi rst recor'ded a iia , )I'it y in thie city.

W~e ar not tolryi ng to create a moi(nolit hic mlelting po)t inl Jerusa-
Icin. What we are trying to (10 is preserve, inl this multi-cultural

* ~mosaic of' a plu ralistic society, the tradlitions that have existedl inl the
cit", for celtur-ies.

If'you had walked into the (city a hiund~red1 years ago, y-ou would
have foundo the same patterns. It comp)rised then only thle small
Varea enclosedl by thle City walls, just about onle square kilometer.
Entering thirough the Jaffa Gate, you wudhave f'ouind an Arnie-

niai (Quarter, it Greek Quarter, a Lat in Quarter, several little
enclaves of Copts, Abyssiniians and other Christian groups, a very
lar'ge Muslimi Quarter and an even larger Jewish Quarter. There
wa.is 110o intermarr'iage ando not nllu('h social (contact but relat ~i~fs
wcrc onil Ille whol I-crasonlable andl bear'able. T1he basic idlea wa.is that

ca('h pcr-s( f('lt himisc~l'lsuperior to everyone else.
These se~parate entities still exist todlay and~ we have built onl them

and onl that t rad(liion . Jerusalem's Jews consist of' ohitimers ando

natives of, thle 6i1N and recetnt imimigi'ants, comning from over a
hundred di ffCren cult ural backgr'ounids. Tlhis great Jewish variety
has its own-i loyalties ando asp~irationis. Amnong the C i - st ia gr'oups
aiel( Artabs)5- mainly Proi tst a ns and sonic Uniales - wh have Arab
nat ion al lo~yalt ies. So )iii(t i iics these fec(.li tgs are Very 51 r nig b.caulse
zl11oiiiomms tenld to tryN to giv'e proof of stroliger lo)ýalries thanl secuire

'Il liemajority, of, Christ ians inl Jetusalcinl have only onie dlesir'e,
I ianc ilV 10 0 )Ii illute their owni Way of* lifeC as they' have 1 mle f'or a
verN Iontg finin. TI he ( ;rek Patriarchs go back to the first cenltutiry;

1' ~~~lie A rinlen alis have beenl here sitnce Ihc I1il fth(cli iiy . Tilie ( 1 I'is-
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hialls ill I he 61N. inecasuiie every government by [lth- f'recdoml givenl
tilthem to trun t heir afflairs u ndistuirb~ed1 That i's their loyaltly

We don't interfere with them, their Holy Places, their pilgrim-
ages or their schools. We help wherever and whenever -we are
asked to (10 so. T1e Iordlanian had13( imposed two restrict ive laws.
One f'orced thle Christ ian schools to give equal time to thle Biblea;nd
the Koran; thle other restricted Christ ian orders or foreigners fromi
b~uying land or building churches. We have abolished both laws,
and inl fact four new major churches have since beeni built or are
under construction. Like the Mtislims, the Christians have author-
ity over their own instiltutions andl Holy Places. We do everything
Possib~le to help theml maintain them].

Tlhe Ariabs arie ill a difficult position: some. p)erhaps many, muist
hav'e been 1)1-011( when Arafat appeared before thle United Na-

( ~tions. And yet I believe that most of then (10 no)t really exp~ect or
wish lhe Palestine Lib)erat ion O rganizat ion) to Solve their nlit ricate
prob~lemis nor regadr~ thle PLC) ideolo~gy as dlesirab~le , let alone
teniable. '1'his is not because they are pro-Israel or pro-Zionist.
Their f'iidaiciwtal go)al is to remlain ill ]erusaleml and to preserve
hec Arab char~acter of' their part of' tilie city. T hat is their loyalty.

Th'le PLO t Iireaclies to put all thIiis iliijeopardly.
Duiring the 19 year-s of Jordan ianl rule.jerisali len exlperieniced anl

emigrat ion of Arabs. It was a dead-end city and( all thle op)I't uni-
ties were inl Aninian or in thle oil count i'is. C hiisi ians tend~edl to
emigrate to North and South America. Ini order for the Arabs to
reniain iheie, t hey' need at flourishing economici( lif'e. Today, they
have ec'onomici( pro0sperit y and( einlloynici i . And1( sino e Iheir, econl-
oniy is to a great extent based onl cooperation willh thle Jewish
ecoiio )tiy, terriorism anid the P~LO are not in thle interests of' local
Arab natio nalism and tile continuation of the Arab presence inl

T'hey face ainother dainger. When the M ufti of'.Jerusaleml fought
the Hi-it ish and tile Jews in the Palestine of die British Mandate inl
the 1 930s, more Ar-abs who opposed him were killed by him and his
henchmien than were British and( jews p~ut together. About 500
Jews an(l 150 British lost their lives, while about 1 ,200 Arab) ('ivilians
and 2,000 gang members were killed by their own brotheir Arabs.
The Mufti was thle father of' thle present-day PLO) ideology of a
monolithic and militant Arab Palestine nationalism. Jerusalem's
Arabs fear a repetition of such intcrnill terrorism if tile PLO) were
to take over, particularly in the light of what has happened inl
Algeria and Lebanon.

There is, unfortunately, little tolerance today in Islam. To those
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who follow it closely, Islam seems on the march again, riding on
the power and riches of oil Which are expected to revive ancient
glories and make amends for Tours and Vienna.

Many have already suffered at the hands of this revivedl intoler-
ance: the Christian Maronites of Lebanon, the black Christians and
pagans inl the Sudan, the Jews in Syria, the Copis of Egypt and the
Kur-ds of Iraq (for t101 being ethnically Arab). All have exp~eriencedl
varyinig dlegrees of' persecutifonl oi- 0111righ I genlocide.

But to return to jerusalem, our efforts to hielp thle Arabs pre-
serve their way of life in the city during thle past dlecade have taken
many formis:

Thew only p~lace iii the Arab world where there is a free press-
fie not o011k to criticize thle Israeli government in thie imlost violent
termis, but also to criticize Arab leadership -is ill Jerusalemi, where
three Arab dailies are published. '['his contrasts with the fact that
several mionths b~ef ore the Six Day War the Jordanian government
dlecidled to sup~press the semi-indlependlent newspapers of Jerusa-
lent and replace them by a single governmenicit-coiitr-ollecl daily.

'lhereC is f reedoin to travel. A Jerusalem Arab is free to (decidle
any inu rnhiig to cross the bridge into Jordan and~ to go) fromt there
to any country. fieI canl go) whenever hie likes and( comne back
wheneuver hie likes. 150,000 Arabs come to Jerusalem every year
fromt Jordan, Egypt, Kuwait andl Libya andl everywhere else inl thle
Arab world. They carry passports (If countries that are at war with
us. And they are welcome, because we have undertaken to make
thle Holy Shrines accessible to everyone.

'[eeis anl Arab ctirricuiluni inl the schools for Arab children,
and these schools are entirely maintained by the city. D~uring their
three finlal School yeCars, Arab children have the choice of a Course
of' studIy (designed to qualify them for acceptance by anl Arab
university inl thle neighboring Arab) countries. ihis course is accep~t-
ab~le even to the Arab League, and inspectors recognized by the
Jor'danian M~in~istry of' Eduication come to Jerusalem to supervise
thle university entrance examinations. If they so prefer, Arab
studlents call take a different course of study (luring those last three
years at school and go to an Israeli university.

The beginnings (If post-secondary education started by a Catho-
lic college inl Bethlehem andl continuation classes in the Anglican
school are also contributing to the raising of Arab educational
achievement.

Thle only change introduced into the former Jordanian curricu-
luim- besides eliminating hate propagandla -provides for Arab
childlren to learn Hebrew. At the same time Isr-ael is making special
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efforts to encourage the study of Arabic.
We have encour aged the gro~wt h of economic opportunities. We

have built Aral) vocational training schools and hope to build more,
offering sophist icated1 sub~jects, such as electronics, computer tech-
nology, an(I others that will give Aral) youth a chance to improve
their standard of' living and( their self'-respect. We are doing what
we canl to encourage Arab) self-confidence and at the same time
strengthen the Arab economy in Jerusalem.

And, finally, with few except ions, the Arabs of jerusaleni are not
only citizens of' thle city but remain citizens of jordala at thle samne
time. Few have in fact appliedl for Israeli citizenship and~ no pres-
sure has been exerted on them to do so. We do not seek nor- (10 we
have any interest to break their ties to their families, their heritage
all(] their culture. Oni the ('ontirary, we encourage such links.
The Arab) community of Jerusalemi continues its public activilies

in various fields. Jerusalem houses the Association of Arab) Free
Professions of the West Bank, it has several Arab) club~s, charitable
societies, p~rivate schoo)( ls and orphanages, etc.

All the measures we have taken thus far have b~een uinilateral
decisions of thle Israeli government and thle municipal adilnimnisti-a-
tl( m. I have constantly adlvocatedl aind called oni the Arab) cii izens of
the city to share actively in the decision-making pro~cess l)ut so far
with little success. Our efforts have been handicapped by thle
refusal of'the Arab) leadership to hold political office or openly to
participate in the city's elecied government. At hie same timne,
many Arabs hold high appointed municipal office and( well over 20
percent of' the city's employees are Arabs, while almost all the
f'ormer Arab municipal employees have continued in their *jobs.
Thousands of Arabs vote iii our mlunlicip~al elections (wit hout ac(-
cejpting thle principle of' Israeli sovereignty); but f'ears lest running
for innn ic'ipal office be interpreted as accepting I srael i governanoce
have preventedl local leaders from standing for election in the
municipal administration.
In pract ice we have overcome this problem in several ways.

Ther'e is a Supr'emne Muslim Council which ser'ves as the( authority
for Muslim affairs under non-Miuslim rule. Trhe Council was origi-
nally created by the British in 1921 , latter suspended by the *jorda-
mian govern ment an tr1 mansferr'ed to Aini man, an~d reestablished In
J erusalemn af'ter the Six IDay W~ar. T hough it is a self-appointed
body not officially recognized by Israeli authorities, we deal with its
leaders onl day-to-day nmatters on a deC facto basis.

We ofl our part have appointedl an adviser onl East Jerusalem
affairs. He is a Jew and two of his three assistants are East Jerusa-
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l1in Arabs. They keep in touch~ with the Arab community in many
informal ways, learning its ne(ils an(1 helping to solve its problems.

(All illunk ation is a lso maintained through the ancient system of
MUkhtars, or district leadlers, each of whomi is responsible for such
matters as registering births, deaths, and land ownerships and
notallIizig d(wlocnienis inl his locale. The 60 MIukhitars are not
democratically elected by their conistitutents, but they act inl the local

Th Chlile pernnitc o~s formis numer-

otis tasks whiich miake possible the firee flow of p)eople and1 goods
acro-(ss the open bridges onl the Jordan River. T'hese include pro-
vidling p)owers of, attorney, auithent icatifig high school (Iiplomlas for
those wvishing to studly inl Arab universities and so onl. It allso serves
as a chiannel d i rough which substantial aniount s of' J ordaiiianl
t101bl )iCl re b~rought ilin to pay salaries to) lawyers. teacher's and
others who) ~ii 1967 dlecidled not to resuime their work under thle
Israeli anthoitim iies.

Inl this manner and spirit we (10 our, utmost both to retain
flexibility andl to reiniforce contacts of' all kinds with the Arab
C011mmunlity )f* thle city.

For- some timie now, I have envisioned at future Structure in
Jerusalem under which the city would be governed through a
net~vork of' h-iorughis. Each borough wvouldl haive al great dleal of
aultolnomy over its owvl ntilcp services and~ its life stylec. It would
dccid e its owvi 11 neeos anld priorities. It would be 1W )(leld not oiln thle
lborouglis of NewN York but onl those of' London, which have their
ownV budgets and at great deal of' independence.

Of' course. tilie borough idea is liot a panacea. The Arabs will
wa t tlieTcmleMount to be inl their borough, and no Jew Wouldl

agr'ee to that . But thle pr'oposal dloes suggest an approach Uinder
which many of' the asp~ects of everyday life can be dlelegatedl to local
authlor'ities, andl the people of the various neighborwhoods can feel
SonieC incr'easing control over their own lives and decisions.

By making out'l ef'forts permianlent, by assur'ing their adminiiistra-
tion of the I'emple Mount and1 by increasing their local autonomy,
we hope to diminish any feeling amiong Jerusalem's Arabs that
their way of' lif'e is threatened by) Israeli sovereignty. We wanlt to
crieate at secum'e futur'e for Arabs within thle (capital of' Isr'ael.

IV

TIhe third principle we follow is that ever'ything possible should
be done to provide equal municipal and social services in all parts
of the city.
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W~e ar ()I*Cliig this desp1ite C te ,ic.t ihat jerusalcim is a pool- city. It
has no great indlust vial base. Ah'lt otgh presenll dv t hre is fulli eII-
pl( )iNcli) , t he peop~le have fl( t been ab~le to acctim ilate ca pital.
The 1)0)1Ltl i( )Ii of, I his city of ha ml ligrant1 s, both 1jews a n(1 lian-Jews,
has grown by 350) percent in 25 years -a record inc~rease! Most of'
thle cit >'s Jews-6O percent - are re(fuigees fr-omi Arab countrvies who
arr-ived wit hout ictmans and without useful skills. We also have a
great numb ier of el~lerlv people, including age(l Jewish imimigrants
who have prayed all their lives to come to Je.rusaleml. And we have
a d isproport)ion )at e share of' young people in schools - 9(),Ot) fr-om
tin r-sery scho( ols to the 11 ebrew University. Ou r actunal labor fbvrce is
Snaller thanl in (>1 hic places.

Il spjt e of' these (lilfictltics, we have (ol( e a great deal to
timprove 1local services and-( to equtalize oppol-11r1t ii tms. We have
created , obs5. We have mlade it possible f Or Arab lawyers aill(l
Jud~ges . docwt ors (lent isIs and pharmacists to) pract ice their profecs-
siolis without passing Israeli qu1alificationl exa ins. We have Iperiflit -
tedl corpora tionis andl other businesses to operate wit honta the licenl-
ses andl regist rat ions required by Israeli lawv. Wec have extend~ed our
social welfitre program to East Jerusalem where nione existed be-
fore. XVC have opened coilmmunity health center-s inl Arab necigh-
Iborloo(15. We have improvedl schools and~ buiilt new ones. We have
brounghtI roads5 and electricity to onutlyintg (listruicts d'Or the( first hue11.
The East Jerusalemi sewage system, which existed only within the
cityN walls, is at least '300)-years old and some of'it go es back to Roman
humes. It (coul d not ab~sorb thle great newu qu1aii tunes of' water we

providledI, and~ we are now spending considlerab~le public funds to
improve it.

Let mie cite one Specific example to illustrate someW of thle prob-
lems we face andl how we go about solving them: Within thle
boundaries of'jeruisalem, there is an Arab Village called Silwan with
about 17,000 inhabitants. Iii 1948, there was no road at all to

* Silwan . Thel( people used a donkey path that went t hrouigh all
ancient Jewish cemetery. lIn 1956, the people of' Silwaii decided
they needIed a pa~'ed road d,(Ir Vehicular t raf'fic atlil So they p)ouredl
Concrete over the Jewishi graves and b~uilt a road1.

Whenl the jews returned in 1967, they set about restoring the
* ~~graves of* their grauldiol t hers andl great -grandl Lit hers and pro-

ceeded1 to chop lip the Jordanian roadI. T[he Arabs f'rom Silwan
nat urally ob~jec(ted( vocifeCrously. Within days we took a dlecision to
build ain alternative road that would skirt the graves. We allocated
$1 .5 million, raised the money and completed the road, preserving
the graves and providing Silwan with an alternative road, thus
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avoiding a possilble serious clash.
Thel fomrth principle by wh'ich we administer the city is that

continuing efforts shall he made to increase cultural, social and
economic contacts amiong all the various elements of Jerusalernites.

I see the fuiture of the city dependent in considerable part on the
close relat~ionslhips t hat c.al (develop b~etweenl its various compo-
flents. havwhvejoint youth 1camps inl the summer attended
by 15,000 youngsters, Jews, Christians and Moslems. We have art
classes for Arab as well as Jewish young people at the Israel
Museum. hunidreds of' Arab childlren attendl these classes. Arabs
visit and uise *Jewish clinics andl hospitals. We have even built a
gadr(eii for)I the blind, onl a formner batt leg round. where*jewvish and
Arab blind now meet. Of course, we are luckv in1 one respe..t: there
is no color b)ar. You can walk through Jerusalem's streets andl find
Jews andl Arabs working sidle by sidle, andl you will niot be ab~le to
dlifferentiate 1)etwveen them.

D)espite all] our e~ffbrts, it is obvious that the Arabs in Jerusalem
still (10 niot accept being includled within Israel's frontiers. But then
it must niot be fimrgottenl that thle city's Arabs also complained about
occup)at ion when lie T1'urks, the British andu the "Jordanian Be-
d(IOin" were in cmi)t ro 1. And they called it "occupation" evenl then!
Unlder jrdallian rule, they feClt that Jerusalem was neglectedl and
that Am man wvas faivored over Jerusalem, ats indeed it was. Th'le
J ordlanian government rejected thle idea of' establishing its capital
inl Jerusalem after it had dlecidedl to annex the West Bank and
ii ~orp( rate it inl the H ashe mite Kinigdlom . Instances of Jordan ian
negl.ct -amid dirset-frJrslmwere numnerouLs . To quo te
somel(: C( oMmtray to) expectation ando hope, the Jordanian govern-
men~it recjectedl a plea to establish anr Arab university inl Jo.erusalemnIl
and instead thley, built it in Amman. When the Hospital of' thle
Order of St. John of Jerusalem was about to be built, the Jordamii-
ans tried to persuade the Order of St. John to build its hospital inl
Ammnan . Only, after thle Order threatened niot to) build its hospital
ait all did it finlally get thle necessary permissionm to build in jerusa-
1cm. No industrmy was starte ll nJerusalem . Thle largest sinI gle
enterp~rise ill. Jordlali-cont Iroll1edl Ietisale ill, O1ItSidC ofhotels, Was at
cigarette factory th at employed 12 people . Under Jordan's rule
nothing wats done to improve Jerusalem and there was widlespread
unhappiness (luring that time. People tend to forget such past
unhappiness.

InI the (divided city there was, too, more violence than there is
today. T[here was intermit tent shoo)t ing across the hmrder thlat ran
thro)ugh the city. Every yecar, people were killed or wounded.
Thelire was it f* elimig of claust 0 1 )liobia in the city I hen. There was

-4
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no( sense of freedom. Evervwlhere one went, thle street etided
it abruptly with aI sign: "Stop). Frontier. Danger Ahecad ." 'oday this is
d but a faint unpleasant memory of the past for Jew and tionjiew
S. alike.

(I ~~W do~ nl) ot %%-;tilt Ii make of' Jerusil( ill .1 parocli al city but lo
it restore its an11(1(1) glory. We have built a hanoli h1 51W1siacd MI Ise'ti n.

(~~~1 ~Perhapls thet miajo r IiuelCIiii of initernat i( nal art- and( archaeoilogy
I m, ~~~betw~een Ihe Earst ern MIediterranheani an To1 kyo. Thex jeruisah'i
a I Ni ~~~useumII of I slamiic Art and (CutltureIC ojwellI onlya co)I l('l o[ yca vs
ii ~~ago, is oiite of oti1st an 1(1ing excellenice. I le.j ('usaleni Thlea ter has
C given uts at homie for tle pcr'h rnihng arts. We have bi ullt an e nnbry-
11 ~~~onic ('cii re for' Writers, arti1st s ai nd musichi~iis * al N %Isik(kenot
iu I Shal'anla iliin to which such world-reiiowned figti Ft'S ats Pablol Cas-

als , Isaiah Berlin , FrieRdrich Dfi rrenxmat , Richiard( B urtoni, SaulI
iiBellow, Stephen(-t Spe-nder, Alexander Calder, Robert Ratisclien-

berg, Isaac Stern, Sinione de Beauvoirx, havet alrecady come and
L11 worked an(I contrifbuted to the cultural life of' the city.

C'- X~~~~~e are (celed] immiersedl in c'it y plannxinrg to impriove' thle (11uali11N
xx! of' life ill j ('VUsdicili . Our priesen~t p)',lati ing fbcu.Ise.s onl thle O ld ( it v,

Ild ~and Its ininie(lIate surroundtll~ings. We are (developinig at green belt
hc around thle Old City at grealt expenlse.. JerutsalemIl is, I believe. tIIhe
t;1l only cit y ill miodeirn times to create, by purchase. a large cent ral
mld green area such ats was preservedI by the Boston Common, N'ew
:Hl York's Central Park, London's Hy'de Park, and thie Bois de Boul-

i ogne of' Paris more than a1 (enitury ago.
iii- l~o gui(Ie uts in 0111' plIanninig, we have est ablislicnd a1 J ixisale ili

Commitlitee, a unlique groupi~ ofmnore than 60 emnciueit people 1'm'oin
I icall over t he wor'ld: philosophers, historians, t heologians, ('ity p lain-

ner's, educatoi's, architlects, writers, ar'tists. They' gat her ill Jt'rusa-

iii 1cmn periodically and observe what We are p)laniiing and what we are
n .Al doinig. SonIet iniels they c'rit icize us severely; s(omnet imies they praise

us. We take the critiucisnm to) heart and carry out prac'tic'ally all thiril
recommendations. As aI result,Jei'usaleni is becoming incre'asringly

1,. a a mo~re beautiful city liter'ally (lay 1)), (lay.
Ilc espi te our1 goodl intenit ions andl care, thler'e hav'e l cdi(oil t i'-

'aId versies. One wats over tilt building of' housinig 1')i njews ill Va;st
ast Jertisalem outside the Old City -walls. T'his (dispuxte was hiardllv

justified sinice wve did not i nif'ing& onl ainy Arab housing. We built
is ~mainly oil r'ocky gi'omiii newly inicorporatedl into the city. We utsed(

1 ~~ii no woodled land or land dhat was emnployed for' agricultur'e. We
t'd. removed nothing of value. Our plans call for no fuirther land
Wats expropriation in the future.
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At the same time, we have provided for Arab expansion too.
Jerusalem's Arabs have the highest birthrate in the world and need
more and more rooml inl which to live. City-guaranllteed mortgages
have encouraged several timles the amlount of anniual housing
const ruc'tion) that was carriedl out ilid(er jordalaianl rule.

Wec have paid1 mutch attention to the beauty of the Old City. We
have permitted no changes there. We arc reb~uildling to scalle the
Jewishl Quarter that was destroyed by thejorolanians in 1948. We
have startedl to replace the forest of television antennas that disfig-
ure the Old City with at central antenna andl cables.

Wec have been improving living space ill the poorer neighbor-
ho~ods. We have planted trees andl modernized schools and im-
pro ved1 roads andl built p)layground1s. We ha 'cý taken special pains
with garlxige clearanlce. We have worked hard to make neighbor-
lionols Ill which younig people~ wVill not b~e asliatield to live. WAe (d0
1no t wailt tilie y'oun ger genierat iou to move outi

Ano0 t her atrea of controver-sy has been our eagerness to recveal
andl preserve the great heritage of Jcrtisalem's past. We are p~re-
Serving na wre thian anyone ever thought could1( be p~reservedl. For
this We werel' cox1lemnned byý INiSCO, whlich charllged thalt weC were
changing the chiaracter of Jerusalem with out- archaeological (figs.

Arabs living fair from Jeruisalem andl not knowing thle truth maliy
lpeilhals have becin worried by our archaeological activities. Sonme
Arabs may even fear that we want to rebuild thle Templle andl that
to this enld we would unclcrmine or remove the buildings onl the
Temle~~c Mounlt. T1heir fear is groundless. Jews are lnot allowe-d to
bl Uih1 the 'I iiiplc since Jewiish religious t rad it ion h(olds that the
Temiple is alreaidy. built and is waiting'in hecaven fo~r thle Messiah to
(0 nue. whenl it will descenld into) its approprilate place. U nless and
until the Messiah should come, there is therefore no chance of' our
(List urbing thle MI tislm Holy Places.

What has acttually happened is entirely (different. More Muslim
anltiqluities have been unearthed iby Israeli archaeologists in these
p~ast teni years than in all previous history, thus enriching tr-lemen-
(lously the wor'ld's knowledge of thei Muslim past.

We have othcr 'omiplicat ions. For example, we are now building
at roaid from 'Mount Zion towardl the D~ung Gate to relieve traf'fic inl
the Ol(1 City. In our)ll work, we cattne 111)011 Sever'al levels of' r'emains,
i'enm uantts of jewish houses destroyed by '1it us ill 70 A.1).. at Roman
roadl of' the second century, the ruins of' a large chlur'ch built by
justinlian andl onl tot) of' that several Cr'usader towvexs. and~ above
this again, a moat of a 500-year-old Ottoman city wall which badly
nleLeded repair' because of' neglect by die Joidaiiians. Not only have
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we changed the alignment of the road at substantial cost and
inconvenience, but have also invested much effort and money in
preserving the discoveries.

My point is that there is no connection between the complaints
* about our archaeological 'digs and reality. People abroad devise

stories to feed their political propaganda. In reality we are beauti-
fying, restoring, and preserving Jerusalem, not daiqiaging it. The
members of the Jerusalem Com mittee, people of stainding, integ-
rity and independent judgmet,~came and saw and approved.

-vi

Jews care intensely about Jerusalem. The Christians have Rome
and Canterbury an(l even Salt Lake City; Muslims have Mecca and
Medlina. Jerusalem has great mecaning for them also. But the Jews

r have only Jerusalem and only the Jews have made it their capital.
* That is why it has so 'Much deeper a meaning for them than for

anyb~ody else.
When the city was reunited ten years ago, all Jews, not only the

* religious but also the secular, felt the ancient prophecy fulfilled.
Jerusalem was our capital even when we were not here -for 2,000
years. Nobody else ever madec it their capital: on the two occasions
the Arabs could have male Jerusalem their capital, they did not. In
the Middle Ages they'chose Ram le, near Tel Aviv, on the way to
Jerusalem, and in 1948 they chose Amman, which they preferred
to Jerusalem.

* We do not aspire to find solutions to all the problems of the
Middle East in Jerusalem.ýThis is a comnplicated city with conflict-
ing interests and it is impossible to satisfy all the wishes of every-
body.

Sometimes people outside the Middle East ask: What is the
relevance of what we are doing in Jerusalem in making the city
viable, beautiful, peaceful, to the ultimate question of the sover-
eignty of the city?

We can only look at the situation realistically: If, at worst, Mus-
limn and Jewish dlifferences prove irreconcilable, we will have to live
in tension for a long time. All the ~nore reason to care for the city as
much as we can to ensure its welfaire and well-being in spite of the
strains and stresses. If, at best, Jaws and Arabs find accomnmoda-
tions that are acceptable to the aspirations of all three faiths, no one
would argue that what we are doing for Jerusalem today has been

* irrelevant.
* We want Jerusalem to remain a. multi-cultural city -a mosaic of

people. By trying to live together, by joining in many activities, and
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by equalizing opportunities and social .services, we hope to reduce
clashes and lower tensions. There -are certainly differences of
religion, language, cultural attitudes and political aspirations. But
I believe that if' the Arabs-'of Jerusalem are encouraged to feel

secure, it should be possible for all to live together in reasonableI
neighborly relations.

The bottom line is that Jerusalem must never again be divided - d
with barbed wire through its center, with separate police forces and re
separate flags. Let it be clearly understood, however, Jerusalem is Pill
and will remain the capital of Israel. Given that axiom, we have $20ý
proven that others can coexist with us. By contrast, during the 19ai
years of Arab rule, Jews were totally eliminatedM and. limitations Pill
imposed on Christians. Put)

In this undivided city our objectives are free 'Movement of peo- anu
pIe and goods, access to the Holy Places for all, th~e meeting of local of I
needs, reasonable urban planning and development, the reduction billiý
of' intercommunal conflicts an(I thle satisfaction' of international get]
interests. illd(

It is impossible to find a solution which will be fully satisfactory to 197"1
underyoe and Jerus-alem is ntunique in this. One sanolvmaed for F

the people happy all the time. But I feel we can justly claim that beg
udrour administration more polm aebe ovdfrtw

more people than under any previous admintiistration. tl
To enable the city government to carry out -the necessary adjust-

mients, it has bensuggested that a special Jerusialemn law be pro-
mulgated. delegating to the city greater autonomy and greater ~
rights, and putting at its disposal additional financial resources, as larV
is done in many cotintries with regard to their 6apital cities. This si~(l

will help provide the elasticity needed to cý)pc with the problems of toI
amulti-ethnic, multi-religious 'cty, with sometimes sudden tension. (I1m'

ajsmnsclbemade, all kinds of accommodations can be grC.
cnieealknsoauooycnbe enjo' ed, all kinds of11.

postiv reatinshpscan be developed. ef
I n196, wenattacked by the Jordanians, the Jews were willing 1

tosciic hi lvsfr euaem hywould, again. There are 1~l
some Israelis who would give up the Golan, some Israelis who
%%ould give 111) thle Sinai, and~ solne whWould give tip thle West
Bank ,iut I (10 not think you canl find any Israelis who are willing 'v

to give up Jerusalem. They cannot and will not. )I'his beautiful
golden .city is the heart and the soul of the Jewi~'h people. You

cannot live without a heart and soul. If you want one simple wordI ~ ~to symbolize all of Jewish history, that word would be Jerusalem. Im

-N.-----



PERMANENT W, 00 SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL - / NEW YORK. N, Y. 10017

TO THE UNITED NATIONS 13 OXOR 7-50

11 November 1977 (

Excellency,

on instructions from my Government,, I have the honour to-
draw your attention to the developments along the Lebanese
border.

Following the internecine Arab slaughter which took place
in Lebanon over the past two years, the situation in the
south of the country bordering on Israel has remained
unsettled. P.L.O. forces in that area have attempted on
numerous occasions to annihilate the Lebanese Christian
community there, numbering some 50.000 men, women and
children. The Government of Israel has committed itself
to the defense of the lives of those Christians. After
serious outbreaks of violence over the summer between the
P.L.O. and the Christians, a cease-fire in southern Lebanon
entered into force on 26 September 1977.

Negotiations were set in train for the withdrawal of the
P.L.O. forces from the area, and for the re-entry of the
reconstituted Lebanese Army into southern Lebanon. Various
elements within the P.L.O. declared themselves opposed to the
cease-fire, and announced that they would take steps to
sabotage it. These elements, which apparently include Fatah,
the principal organization in the P.L.O., and the "iPopular
Front", which i's part of the so-called "Rejectionist Front",
sought to reactivate military action in the area not only to
prevent the Lebanese Army from re-establishing itself over
sovereign Lebanese territory, but'also, to prejudice the
current negotiations for the-reconvening of the Geneva Peace
Conference.

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General
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To this end, P.L.O. elements acted subversively in southern.
Lebanon and also, from the end of September to the beginning
of November, launched eight rocket attacks across the border
with Israel on northern civilian targets at Safed, Kiryat
Shmona, Nahariya, Acrel Metulla and Ramat Alma. Several
civilians were injured in these attacks and considerable
damage was done to property. Over the last ten days, the
P.L.O. also stepped up their attacks on the Christians in
southern Lebanon, using inter alia rockets and artillery.
Then, on 6 November 1977, a Katyusha rocket attack using
122 mm. rockets with a range of 22 km. was mounted against
the town of Nahariya. In this attack, two civilians were
killed. On 8 November, a further barrage of twenty-two
Katyusha rockets was launched against Nahariya, with the
result that one woman was killed and five were injured.

In these circumstances and in the light of intelligence
indicating that the number of such attacks on Israeli civilian
targets was to increase in scope and intensity, the Government
of Israel was left with no alternative but to strike at the
sources of fire with a view to preventing further escalation
of the violence and the serious danger of jeopardizing the
current moves toward accommodation between the parties to the
Geneva Peace Conference.

Accordingly, on 9 November an aerial bombardment was carried
out by the Israel Defense Forces against the sources of attack
as follows:

a. Ras Al-Bayde, the terrorist headquarters and ammunition
base in South-western Lebanon.

b. Tel Armis, a terrorist base in the area from which the
Katyusha shells were fired against Nahariya on 8 November.

c. Al Aziya, a terrorist training camp.

d. Al Haniya, a terrorist camp, and arms and weapons store.

e. An ammunition store north o f Burt Al Shainli.

f. Wadi Al Aswad, the terrorists' principal ammunition store
in south-western Lebanon.
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It would appear that in the course of this ac *tion, the
ammunition stores were hit, and resulted in extensive
chain explosions, thus causing considerable damage, and
apparently leading to civilian casualties. The fault for
this lies entirely with-the P.L.O. terrorist groups which
as a matter of policy locate their military installations
in or near civilian centres in the hope of inhibiting action
against them. This fact was testified to by the Lebanese
Ambassador when he addressed the General Assembly on
14 October 1976:

"For years, they (the P.L.O.) steadily increased the influx
of arms into Lebanon -- arms of all calibres and from various
sources. They transformed most of the refugee camps, if
not all, into military bastions around our major cities,
in the heartof our commercial and industrial centres, and
in the vicinity of large civilian conglomerations"
(A/31/PV.32, pp. 41-42)

Since then, Christian and Muslim leaders in Lebanon have been
emphatic in their condemnation of the P.L.O. presence in the
south of Lebanon. For example, Camille Chamoun, said on
22 September 1977, "The armed Palestinian presence in the south
is the reason for the incidents and the acts of hostility
against Lebanon. The agreements whereby Palestinians should
have withdrawn from the south have not been implemented until
now because of the opposition of Arafat". Pierre Gemayel,
speaking on the Phalangist Radio on 9 September 1977, said that
"one thing is required - that the Palestinians return to their
camps without conditions, and without having any further
military or political influence on Lebanese territory".

Moreover, on 15 August 1977; the Beirut newspaper al-Anwar
quoted Kazim Al-Khalil, a Shi'ite Muslim Member of Parliament
from the Tyre region, as saying: "It is the massive Palestinian
presence in the south which led to the crisis -in the south".
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I take this opportunity to emphasize that the Government of
Israel remains willing to play its part in maintaining peaceful
conditions along its border with Lebanon, on a reciprocal
basis. It must be clearly understood that Israel reserves its
right to self-defence.

I should be grateful if Your Excellency would cause this letter
to be circulated as a document of the General Assembly under"
agenda item number 31, and of the Security Council.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Chaim 41e'rz
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations
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PERMANENT Qf(-') 800 SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

TO THE UNITED NATIONS OXFORD 7-5500

11 November 1977

Excellency,

Ihave the honour to draw your attention to the followin statement,
broadcast over television by the ?rime Minister of Israel to the
people of Egypt on 11 November 1977:

"Citizens of Egypt: This is the first time that I address
you directly, but it is not for the first time that I think
and speak of you. You are our neighbours, and always will
be.

"For the last twenty-nine years, a tragic,completely unnecessary
conflict continues between your country and ours. Since the
time when the Government of King Farouk ordered to invade our
land, Eretz Israel, in order to strangle our newly-restored
freedom and independence, four major wars took place between
you and us. Much blood was shed on both sides. Many
families were orphaned and bereaved, in Egypt and Israel.
In retrospect, we know that all those attempts to destroy
the Jewish State were in vain, as all the sacrifices you
were called upon to make - in life, in development, in
economy, in social advancement. All these superfluous
sacrifices were also in vain. And may I tell you, our
neighbours, that so it will be in the future.

"You should know that we came back to the land of our forefathers,
that it is we who liberated the country from British rule, and
we established our independence in our land, for all generations
to come.

.His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General
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"We wish you well. In fact, there is no reason whatsoever
for hostility between our peoples. In ancient times,
Egypt and Israel were allies, real friends and allies,
against a common enemy from the north. Yes, indeed, many
changes have taken place since those days, but perhaps the
intrinsic basis for friendship and mutual help remains
unaltered.

"We, the Israelis, stretch out our hand to you. Ours is not,
as you know, a weak hand. If attacked, we shall always
defend ourselves, as our forefathers, the Maccabbees, did-
and won the day.

"But we do not want any clashes with you. Let us say one to
another, and let it be a silent oath by both peoples, of
Egypt and Israel: no more wars, no more bloodshed, and no
more threats. Letlus not only make peace, let us also
start on the road of friendship, sincere and productive cooperation.
We can help each other. We can make the lives of our
nations better, easier, happier.

"Your President said, two days ago, that he will be ready to
come to Jerusalem, to our Parliament - The Knesset - in order
to prevent one Egyptian soldier from being wounded. It is a
good statement. I have already welcomed it, and it will be
a pleasure to welcome and receive your President with the
traditional hospitality you and we have inherited from our
common father, Abraham. And I, for my part, will, of course,
be ready to come to your capital, Cairo, for the same purpose:
no more wars - peace - a real peace, and for ever. It is in
the Holy Koran, in Surah 5, that our right to this land was
stated and sanctified. May I read to you this eternal Surah:

"Recall when Moses said to his people: Oh my people,
remember the goodness of Allah towards you when he
appointed prophets amongst you... Oh my people, enter
the Holy Land which Allah hath written down as yours..."

"It is in this spirit of our common belief in God, in divine
providence, in right and in justice'. in all the great human
values which were handed down to you by the Prophet Mohammed
and by our prophets - Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel - it is
in this human spirit that I say to you with all my heart: Shalom.
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"This means "Sulh". And vice-versa: Sulh means "Shalom"."

I should be grateful if you would cause this letter to be
circulated as a document of the General Assembly, under
agenda item number 31.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Permanent Representative of Israel
to the United Nations
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REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

.80SECOND VN

-17 NEW YORK. N. Y. 10017

11 November 1977

Excellency,

On instructions from my Government, I have the honour to
draw your attention to the developments along the Lebanese
border.

Following the internecine Arab slaughter which took place
in Lebanon over the past two years, the situation in the
south of the country bordering on Israel has remained
unsettled. P.L.O. forces in that area have attempted on
numerous occasions to annihilate the Lebanese Christian
community there, numbering some 50.000 men, women and
children. The Government of Israel has committed itself
to the defense of the lives of those Christians. After
serious outbreaks of violence over the summer between the
P.L.O. and the Christians, a cease-fire in southern Lebanon
entered into force on 26 September 1977.

Negotiations were set in train for the withdrawal of the
P.L.O. forces from the area, and for the re-entry of the
reconstituted Lebanese Army into southern Lebanon. Various
elements within the P.L.O- . declared themselves opposed to the
cease-fire, and announced that they would take steps to
sabotage it. These elements, which apparently include Fatah,
the principal organization in the P.L.O., and the "Popular
Front", which is part of the so-called "Rejectionist Front",
sought to reactivate military action in the area not only to
prevent the Lebanese Army from re-establishing itself over
sovereign Lebanese territory, but also to prejudice the
current negotiations for the reconvening of the Geneva Peace
Conference.

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General
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To this end, P.L.O. elements acted subversively in southern.
Lebanon and also, from the end of September to the beginning
of November, launched eight rocket attacks across the border
with Israel on northern. civilian targets at Safed, Kiryat
Shmona, Nahariya, Acre, Metulla and Ramat Alma. Several
civilians were injured in these attacks and considerable
damage was done to property. Over the last ten days, the
P.L.O. also stepped up their attacks on the Christians in
Southern Lebanon, using inter alia rockets and artillery.
Then, on 6 November 1977, a Katyusha rocket attack using
122 mm. -rockets with a range of 22 km. was mounted against
the town of Nahariya. In this attack, two civilians were
killed. on 8 November, a further barrage of twenty-two
Katyusha rockets was launched against Nahariya, with the
result that one woman was killed and five were injured.

In these circumstances and in the light of intelligence
indicating that the number of such attacks on Israeli civilian
targets was to increase in scope and intensity, the Government
of Israel was left with no alternative but to strike at the
sources of fire with a view to preventing further escalation
of the violence and the serious danger of jeopardizing the
current moves toward accommodation between the parties to the
Geneva Peace Conference.

Accordingly, on 9 November an aerial bombardment was carried
out by the Israel Defense Forces against the sources of attack
as follows:

a. Ras Al-Bayde, the terrorist headquarters and ammunition
base in south-western Lebanon.

b. Tel Armis, a terrorist base in the area from which the
Katyusha shells were fired against Nahariya on 8 November.

c. Al Aziya, a terrorist training camp.

d. Al Haniya, a terrorist camp, and arms and weapons store.

e. An ammunition store north o f Burt Al Shamli.

f. Wadi Al Aswad, the terrorists' principal ammunition store
in south-western Lebanon.
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it would appear that in the course of this action, the
ammunition stores were hit, and resulted in extensive
chain explosions1 thus causing considerable damage, and
apparently leading to civilian casualties. The fault for
this lies entirely with-the P.L.O. terrorist groups which
as a matter of policy locate their military installations
in or near civilian centres in the hope of inhibiting action
against them. This fact was testified to by the Lebanese
Ambassador when he addressed the General Assembly on.
14 October 1976:

"For years, they (the P.L.O.) steadily increased the influx
of arms into Lebanon -- arms of all calibres and from various
sources. They transformed most of the refugee camps, if
not all, into military bastions around our major cities,
in the heartof our commercial and industrial centres, and
in the vicinity of large civilian conglomerations"
(A/31/PV.32, pp. 41-42)

Since then, Christian and Muslim leaders in Lebanon have been
emphatic in their condemnation of the P.L.O. presence in the
south of Lebanon. For example, Camille Chamoun, said on
22 September 1977, "The armed Palestinian presence in the south
is the reason for the incidents and the acts of hostility
against Lebanon. The agreements whereby Palestinians should
have withdrawn from the south have not been implemented until
now because of the opposition of Arafat". Pierre Gemayel,
speaking on the Phalangist Radio on 9 September 1977, said that
"t one thing is required - that the Palestinians return to their
camps without conditions, and without having any further
military or political influence on Lebanese territory".

Moreover, on 15 August 1977, the Beirut newspaper al-Anwar
quoted Kazim Al-Khalil, a Shilite Muslim Member of Parliament
from the Tyre region, as saying: "It is the massive Palestinian
presence in the south which led to the crisis in the south".

___ � � c, ,. -
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I take this opportunity-.to emphasize that the Government of
Israel remains willing to play its part in maintaining peaceful
conditions along its border with Lebanon, on a reciprocal
basis. It must be clearly understood that Israel reserves its
right to self-defence.

I should be grateful if Your Excellency would cause this letter
to be circulated as a document of the General Assembly under
agenda item number 31, and of the Security Council.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Permanent Representative of Israel
to the United Nations



NOTE FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

According to Israeli sources, Ambassador Herzog is leaving

his post at the end of~ the year.

Rudolf Stajduhar
9 November 1977
3.25 P.m.



~-'~ CONFIDENTIAL cc: SecGen v-'
REG

Meeting in the Secretary-General's Office BEU
JOCJat 10.0,0 a.m. on Wednesday, 5 October 1977 Central

Present: Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
Amnbassador Herzog
Ambassador Ron

The Secretary-General
Mr. Guyer
Mr. Urquhart

The Secretary-General welcomed Foreign Minister Dayan and

asked him how he saw the situation about the possible reconvening

of the Geneva Conference.

Mr. Dayan said that after two weeks of meetings with the

United States Administration and with the President, a working

paper had now been agreed on the procedure and opening of Geneva.

Secretary of State Vance would now discuss this paper with the

Arabs. Obviously some compromises would be necessary, but it

was a good start. It only dealt with procedural matters. He

believed that all parties wished the Geneva Conference to start.

If the Arabs were prepared to go along with the United States

suggestion the procedure might be agreed on and Geneva might be

reconvened by the end of the year.

The Secretary-General said that Egypt certainly wanted the

Conference to be reconvened and was more flexible on the Palestinian

issue, while Syria was more reluctant, especially in regard to

PLO representation. He felt that the United States formula

would have a chance of success, although Syrian agreement would be

difficult to get. He hoped that an acceptable compromise would

emerge. If the Conference was reconvened, the question was

whether there would be again a general debate and how the working

groups would be organized. The idea of a special working group

on the West Bank and Gaza seemed to have some promise.
.Mr. Dayan said that if Syria insisted on PLO participation

there would be no Peace Conference. New parties, except for

Lebanon, could not be introduced, and Israel would not sit down

with the PLO in any forum. Israel wished to go to Geneva and

negotiate peace as soon as possible but within defined terms

and on the basis of geographical working groups.
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The Secretary-General asked' about Palestinian representation

in a Pan-Arab delegation.

Mr. Dayan said that Israel wished to discuss the West Bank

and Gaza with Palestinian representatives, but not as a separate

group equal to other delegations. The reason for this was that

Israel would not discuss a Palestinian State. There was nothing

in Resolution 242 about this and they were going to Geneva on the

basis of Resolution 242 and the previous arrangements for the Con-

ference. They wanted Palestinian representatives to be there

but not the PLO. They could be in a united Arab delegation

which would function as such only for the opening session. There-

after the Conference would break up into working groups without

the Palestinians. It was now necessary to wait for Secretary

Vance to talk to the Arabs about the working paper. The contents

of the paper must be kept in the greatest confidence. It was

more important to make progress on the substance of the problem

than to please the press.

The Secretary-General said it was a good idea to keep

things confidential and he hoped that Mr. Dayan refused to comment

at all on the working paper in public. The PLO had been asking

for an amendment on Resolution 242 or a new resolution on their

political rights and there had been some hints of a non-aligned

move in this direction which, for the time being, the United States

had apparently put a stop to. There was another idea of a decla-

ration in Geneva on the Palestine dimension.

Mr. Dayan said that this was the first time he had heard

of such an idea. Israel had an agreement from 1975 with the

United States on the blocking of efforts to change or amend

Resolution'242. It was important to remember that no one could

make peace without Israel. Israel would not negotiate on a

Palestinian State or sit down with the PLO even if they were to

accept Resolution 242 and recognize the right of Israel to exist.

This was a United States not an Israeli formula. Israel wanted

to resume the Geneva Conference and to negotiate with Arab countries

on their problems. They wanted Palestinian representatives in
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on the negotiations on the West Bank and Gaza. Israel recognized

that the settlement of the refugees was a major problem which

also included Jewish refugees who had left Arab countries.

Israel believed that Palestinian refugees must be settled in

countries where they now were since in any case there would not

be room for them in the West Bank and in Gaza. If the refugees

had not been held hostage for thirty years there would be no

West Bank problem. Israel would certainly take its share in

compensation of the refugees, but thought they should be settled

where they are.

The Secretary-General said he thought all the Arab countries

wanted negotiations for different reasons. The question of the

UNDOF mandate would shortly come up. He had asked Foreign

Minister Khaddam about this but Khaddam had been evasive. He did

not think, however, that Syria would object, but would probably

agree to the prolongation at the last minute. UNEF would also

be coming up shortly, but that did not usually present much of

a problem.

Mr. Dayan said if the Syrians did not want UNDOF Israel could

easily do without it. It must be made very clear that the U.S.-

Soviet statement had nothing to do with the Geneva Conference.

Israel did not accept the statement as binding or as having any

relevance to the Conference. It was quite unacceptable to Israel

and the U.S. had said it was not the basis for the Geneva

Conference. The statement did not mention Resolution 242. Not

that Israel was crazy about 242, but it suddenly was not mentioned.

The statement mentioned Israeli withdrawal but no secure and

recognized boundaries. It contained a new element over the

rights of Palestinians. The Soviet Union apparently felt that

Israel should withdraw to its 1967 borders and the Red Army would

then take care of the security of its boundaries. This was not

Israel's idea.

The Secretary-General mentioned Southern Lebanon and the efforts

that UNTSO was now inkaing to assist in the meeting between the

Lebanese and Israel. Foreign Minister Butros had told him that

he did not object to an increase in the observers in Southern

Lebanon provided they are from the same countries as before.
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Mr. Dayan said Israel wanted the Lebanese army to take

over in Southern Lebanon and wanted the Palestinians to withdraw

north of the Litani. They expected the Lebanese authorities to

take care of this and look after the Christians. If that was done

Israel had no interest in being involved in Southern Lebanon.

The question was whether the Lebanese wished to discuss the

problems of the area and especially the removal of Palestinians.

The Secretary-General expressed his appreciation for Israel's

co-operation in the peace-keeping operations. He also mentioned

the problem of freedom of movement for the Polish contingent

which still remained as a problem of principle, although practical

measures by Israel had improved the situation considerably.

Mr. Dayan said that the Israeli position in principle was

firm, but they would always be prepared to make practical arrange-

ments to ease the situation wherever possible. As a result,

Soviet observers could go to Israel with their families and

Polish officers could go to UNTSO Headquarters in Jerusalem for

business. He expressed warm appreciation for the work of the

peace-keeping operations and especially for the work of General

Siilasvuo.
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(ADDRESSES LISTED ON THE ATTACHED SHEST)

X HAVE THE HONOUR TO TRANSMIT HEWTH TE TUXT OF

RESOLUT7ION 4 16 (1977) ADOPTE BY THE OXCURtITY COUJNCIL AT

ITS 203STH MEETING ON 21 OCTOBER 1977#

QUOTE dXTTACHZD TXXJT UINQUOTE

HIGHEST CONS IDZRATICOf

KURT WALDHEIK
$301 ETARXM-GENEML

P.K, Ean*e~?es, Deputy to the Uhider-

3S19 5258
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Separate telegrams, Rlease, one address per telegram

HIS EXCELLENCY

Mr. MOSHE DAYAN'

MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF ISRAEL

MINISRAEL

JERUSALEM

HIS EXCELLENCY

Mr. ISMAIL FABMY

MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF EGYPT

KU3ARGIA

CAIRO (EGYPT)
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UNITED NATIONS gy NATIONS UNIES

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

TO: The Secretary-General DATE: 5 October 1977
A:

REFERENCE: __________

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM: Hugo Rocha, OPI
DE:

SUBJECT:'

OBJET: JOINT U.S.-ISRAEL STATEMENT ISSUED WEDNESDAY MORNT1\T(

0904 :MIDEAST- STATEME NT:o
UNITED NATIONS* OCT 5s, REUTER - FOLLOWING IS THE TEXT OF

THE JOINT STATEMENT ISSUED EARLY TODAY BY THE UNITED STATES AND
ISRAEL:o

+THE U.S. AND ISRAEL AGREE THAT SECURITY COUNCIL
RESOLUTIONS 242 AND 338 REMAIN THE AGREED BASIS FOR THE
RESUMPTION OF THE GENEVA PEACE CONFERENCE AND THAT ALL THE
UNDERSTANDINGS AND AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THEM ON THIS SUBJECT
REMAIN IN FORCE,

+PROPOSALS FOR REMOVING REMAINING OBSTACLES TO RECONVENING
THE GENEVA CONFERENCE WERE DEVELOPED. FOREIGN MINISTER DAYAN
WILL CONSULT HIS GOVER~NE14NT ON THE RESULTS OF THESE
DISCUSSIONS. SECRETARY VANCE WILL DISCUSS THESE PROPOSALS WITH
THE OTHER PARTIES TO THE GENEVA CONFERENCE,

+ACCEPTANCE OF THE JOINT USe-U.S.S*R. STATEMENT OF
OCTOBER 1, 1977, BY THE PARTIES IS NOT A PREREQUISITE FOR THE
RECONVENING AND CONDUCT OF THE GENEVA CONFERENCE.+

(Reuters)
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

TO: The SceayenrlDATE: 27 Sep~temTber 1977
A:Sertrenra

REFERENCE:______ ____

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM: Hugo Rocha, OPI
DE:I

SUBJECT: "t The minister and His Mystery Trip'
OBJET:

In an exclusive report, Time (3 October 1977) reports
it has learned "ithat the reason for Dayan's myst-erious
disappearance and his unscheduled return to Israel was
a rendez-vous with Morocco's Hassan II at the King's
summer palace in Tangier ... The Tangier summit was ar-
ranged because Hassan had a message for Dayan from King
Khalid of Saudi Arabia... .The gist of the message., as
conveyed by Hassan:

1) if negotiations break down and the alternative is
war, Egypt would have to seek Russian military aid -- a
prospect that would threaten the moderate regime of
President Anwar Oadat.

2) Egypt would consider interim talks as a fallback
if Geneva negotiations failed. Syria is against interim
agreements. But Saudi Arabia, whose views the Syrians ob-
viously must respect, also favors limited talks to pre-
serve momentum should Geneva not succeed.

3) Arab leaders are gravely concerned about the Begin
policy of encouraging new Jewish settlements on occupied
territory, particularly the West Bank."



PERMANENT 800 SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL NEW YORK. N. Y. 10017

TO THE UNITED NATIONSOXRD75O

STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR CHAIM HERZOG
IN RESPONSE .TO THE ATTACK ON ISRAEL BY THE OUTGOING
PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
THE FOREIGN MINISTER OF SRI LANKA

The partisan~ and. biased statement on the issue of Israel
by the Foreign Minister of Sri Lanka in his capacity as the
outgoing President of the General Assembly on the occasion of
the opening of -the thirty second Assembly was a crude and
unprecendented abuse of the Presidency.

It is regrettable that the fairness and wisdom which
characterized the Presidency of Ambassador Hamilton Shirley
Amerasinghe was abandoned by his successor for a day.

Israel does not owe its existence to~ -the United Nations.
Israel was a sovereign state in its histLoric homeland thousands
of years before practically all -the members of the United
Nations came into existence.

Israel's prophets were expoun~ding the principles which are
being trampled underfoot by the General Assembly of the
United Nations millenia before this Organization was even.
conceived.

The United Nations like the League of Nations preceding
i~t merely confirmed the inalienable rights of the Jewish People
to national independence in its historic homeland.

New York
20 September 1977
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TO: TeSctayi7 DATE: 9 Septemtber 1977
A: Th ert ry eeral /~

S/C DE: k

FROM:Lea
DE: The LglCounsel / /0ITL CNIDNTA

SUBJECT: Israeli Settlements inteOccupied West Bank

1. During the last few months decisions of the Israeli
Government to establish new settlements in the occupied territory
of the West Bank have given rise to several protests which were
based inter alia upon the ill~gal4ty of such measures. In particu-
lar, it has been alleged thiCt•~se measures are a breach of the
Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons
i 12, m949) f7WArticle 49 of this Convdntibn
stipulates that "'Ttbe~pccupying Power shall not deport or transfer
parts of its own civilian population into the territory it occupi, es

2. I wish to inform you that over the last few years the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 have been subject to revision and that
an Addit'_XqpgJ,'xotocol to the geneva Conventions, and relating to
the protection of V~icims of internati6o iid'cnlit, a
been adopted on 10 June 1977.

Article 85 of this Protocol contains an enumeration of
Jgrave breaches", amongst these is the following: "the transfer
15T heaONii --Power of parts of its own civilian population into
the territory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all
or parts of the population of the occupied territory within or
outside this territory, in vio tzMpfArticle 49 of the Fourth
Conventiqn.q-Jof1949)TT  'In addition, paragr~jph--75Tor trljbAzi-kie-
n~~ipulates: Pl~f~7rejudice to the application of the Conventions
and of this Protocol, grave breaches of these instruments shall be
regarded as war crimes".

3. As you can see from this new text, there is a considerable
development in the legal appreciation of the transfer by the occupy-
ing Power of civilian population into the occupied territory. I wish
to add, however, that this Protocol has only been adopted two months
ago and that it is not yet in force. But it is the product of a
very influential, thorough, and high-level diplomatic Conference.
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GENERAL ASSEM~BLY
Thirty-second session
Item 31 of'the provisional agenda*
THE SITUATION IF THE MIDDLE EAST

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

SECURITY COUNCIL
Thirty-second year

Letter dated 31 August 1977' from the Permanent Representative of
Israel to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

The Central Council of PLO met in Damascus on 25 and 26 August 1977 and once
again gave expression to its record of intransigence, inherent negativism, and
its declared aim of destroying the State of Israel.

This is the burden of the statement issued at the end of the Central Council
meeting, an unofficial translation of which is attached. It begins by reaffirming
all the resolutions previously adopted by PLO's highest body, the National Council.
It scorns any attempts to encourage PLO to modify its uncompromising attitude
towards Israel, as set ot~t in the ;'Palestinian National Charter", I/ article 19 of
which claims that the establishment of the State of Israel is fundamentally null
and void and article 15 of which asserts that it is a "national duty" to purge
Palestine of the "Zionist presence" (or, in plain language, to purge Palestine of
the State of Israel).

The second point in the statement reiterates the PLO's complete rejection of
Security Council resolution 242 (1967) of 22 November 1967, as authoritatively
determ'ined in the 15-point programme adopted by the National Council at its
thirteenth session, held in Cairo from 12 to 20 March of this year. The third
point calls for an increase in the armed struggle against Israel, and threatens
those Arabs in the territories administered by Israel since 1967 who, now wholly
disillusioned with PLO and its murderous activities, are actively contemplating
the possibility of negotiating their own future with Israel. Moreover, it
refers to areas within Israel, such as the Galilee, as "~occupied territories",
thereby confirming PLO's repeated designs on Israel as a whole.

*A/ 32/150.

1/ See Official Records of the Security Council, Thirty-firstYear,_Su-pplement
for January, February and March 1977, document S/11932, annex.

77-16309 I.
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PERMANENT 80'0Bo SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL NEW YORK. N. Y. 10017

* TO THE UNITED NATIONS OXOD750

31 August 1977

Excellency,

The Central Council of the P.L.O. met in Damascus. on
25 and 26 August 1977, and once again gave expression
to its record of intransigence, inherent negativism,
and its declared aim of destroying the State of Israel.

This is the burden of the statement issued at the end
of the Central Council meeting, an unofficial translation
of which is attached. It beginsby reaffirming all the
resolutions previously adopted by the P.L.O. 's highest
body, the National Council. It scorns any attempts to
encourage the P.L.O. to modify its uncompromising
attitude towards Israel, as set out in the "Palestinian
National Charter"*- article 19 of which -claims that
the establishment of the State of Israel is fundamentally
null and void, and article 15 of which asserts that it
is a "national duty" to purge Palestine of the "Zionist
presence" (or, in plain language, to purge Palestine of the
State of Israel).

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt.,. Waldheim.
The Secretary-General

*Circulated as S/11932 of 14 January! 1976
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The second point in the statement reiterates the
P.L.O.'s complete rejection of Security Council
Resolution 242, as authoritatively determined in the
15-point programme adopted by the National Council
at its 13th session in Cairo from 12 to 20 March of
this year. The third point calls for an increase in the
armed struggle against Israel, and threatens those
Arabs in the territories administered by Israel since
1967 <who, now wholly disillusioned with the P.L.O. and its
murderous activities, are actively contemplating the
possibility of negotiating their own future with Israel.
Moreover, it refers to areas within Israel, such as the
Galilee, as "occupied territories", thereby confirming
the P.L.O. 's repeated designs on Israel as a whole.

The Central Council is the intermediate body in the
P.L.Q.'s political hiera-rchy, ranking above the
Executive, but subordinate to the National Council -and

the absolute opposition of both those bodies to the
existence of Israel is well documented. It comes as,
no surprise, therefore, that the Central Council has
not moderated its position in any way whatsoever, despite
the unfounded and optimistic assessments of certain
observers who predicted some unspecified form of P.L.O.
acceptance of Security Council Resolution 242, the only
basis for the Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East
agreedto by Israel and the neighbouring Arab States;

Lest there be any doubts about the National Council's
position, as reaffirmed in the Central Council's
statement, a translation of the 15-point programme of
March 1977 is also attached. Significantly, it opened
by recalling the "Palestinian National Covenant". it
rejected Security Council Resolution 242 out of hand;
and pledged the P.L.O. to pursue the armed struggle and
also all forms of political and mass struggle. It forswore
any peace with, or recognition of Israel; and presumed to
claim a right to invalidate any settlement affecting the
Palestinians reached without the P.L.O
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I wish to emphasize that the statement issued by the
Central Council, taken together with the recent
indiscriminate outrages against civilians by the
P.L.O. demonstrate yet again that that grouping of Arab
terrorists cannot be a partner to any steps leading to a
settlement of the Arab-Israel conflict, because of its
essentially vicious nature and its remorseless
commitment, explicitly declared, to the destruction of
the State of Israel.

I have the honour to request that this letter and its
attachments be circulated as an official document of the
General Assembly, under item 31 of the provisional agenda, and
of the Security Council.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

a nH e zo-bg-
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations



ANNEX I

Statement Issued After Meeting of Pales9tinian Central
Council, Damascus, 25 and 26 August, 1977
(According to AP, from Damascus, 26 August)

Point 1. Condemnation of all the United States and Zionist
maneuvers ignoring the right of our people to return, to
self-determination, to establish an independent state on its
national soil* and to gather under the leadership of the
Palestine Liberation Organization.

On this basis the council reiterates its rejection
of any attempt aimed at liquidating the resolutions of the
Palestinian National Council and to change the Arab attitude
as decided during the Arab summit conferences of Rabat and
Cairo, as far as the rights of our people and their representation
are concerned and also as-.-far as the Arab world national
commitment to the Palestinian cause is concerned.

Point 2. The council stresses the resolution of the
Palestine National Council adopted during its last session
and the 15-point political program adopted at the time,
especially the National Council resolution regarding United
Nations Resolution 242, which ignores the national rights of
our people and which deals with our cause as 'a refugee case.

It also stresses the need for the implementation
of General Assembly resolutions relevant to the Palestinian
cause, in particular Resolution 3236 as the cornerstone for
the Palestinian policy. The Central Council appeals to the
Arab nations on both official and popular levels to live up
to the national responsibility and confront the plot forged
by those powers that are the enemy of our people, such, as
Zionism-and American imperialism, an~ to extricate themselves
from the confines of hesitation in'to confrontation. These
are plots aimed at striking against (te Arab liberation
movement..and at liquidating the Palestinian cause.

*Which, in P.L.O. jargon, includell the area of the-State of Israel.

-- -

___ - T -
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our council reiterates' its insistence that the
Palestinian cause is the crux of the Middle East conflict-
and warns against giving credence to imperialist and
Zionist promises and that it is impossible to
achieve a just and lasting peace but on the basis of
securing the rights of our people.

Point 3. The Central Council has discussed the situation
in occupied Palestine* and warns those cowards and those
suspected of cooperating with the plans of the Zionist
enemy. The council also highly praises the heroic and
struggling role of the masses of our people in the occupied
territories and its national leaderships in Galilee, the
West Bank and Gaza and the loyalty of these masses to the
P.L.O. The council also insisted on the importance of
increasing our continuous armed struggle against Zionist
occupation.

Point 4. The council also discussed the prevailing situation
in south Lebanon and the dangers resulting, from the continuation
of a~ggressive acts and the repercussions on the situation in
Lebanon and the Middle East as well as on the Palestinian
revolution. The council also insists on the implementation
of the Cairo and Chtoura agreements through cooperation with
the legitimate aithorities of Lebanon and the Arab deterrent
force. In order to restore peace in the south the council
appeals strongly to all Arab states to shoulder their
responsibilities vis-a9-vis the plans of Israel and its
allies, which constitute a threat to the whole Arab world.

*which, in P.L.O. jargon, includes/the area of the State of Israel.

giI



ANNEX 2

15- Point Programme Adopted-at the 13th Session of the
Palestinian National Council.

Cairo, 12 to 20 March 1977

Pursuant to the Palestine National Charter and to re-
solutions adopted at previous sessions,

Determined to preserve the victories and gains achieved
by the Palestine Liberation Organisation on both Arab and
international levels during the period following the Twelfth
Session,

Having considered and discussed the latest developments
in the problem of Palestine, and various aspects of Palestin-
ian activities under the leadership of the PLO, internally,
on the Arab level and internationally,

Having also considered the Arab and international
situations,

Asserting its support to the Palestinian national
struggle and the realization of its objectives in all interna-
tional and Arab forums,

Asserts the following:
1. The problem of Palestine is the essence and origin

of the Arab-Zionist conflict. Resolution 242 of
the Security Council ignores the national rights
of the Palestinian people and its inalienable
rights to its homeland.* The CQuncil therefore
reiterates both its rejection of this Resolution,
and its refusal to deal with it on the Arab level
as well as internationally.

2. Reaffirms the determination of the PLO to pursue
the armed struggle and all forms of political and
mass struggle for the attainment of the niational
inalienable rights of the Palestinian Arab people.

*Which, in PLO jargon, includes the area of the State of
Israel.
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3.- The struggle in the occupied territories* in all its
aspects - military, political and popular - constitutes
the central link in its struggle programmes. on
this basis, the PLO strives to escalate the armed
conflict in the occupied territories* and all other
forms of struggle, and to provide all forms of
material and moral support to the masses of our
people in the occupied land*, for the purpose of
escalating the struggle and strengthening their
steadfast..stand in order to defeat and eliminate
occupation.

4. The Palestinian National council endorses the position
of the PLO in rejecting all forms of American
capitulationist settlements and all liquidationist
plans**. It endorses the determination of the PLO
to oppose and defeat any settlements which would
be at the expense of our people's national inalien-
able rights. It calls on the Arab Nation to carry
out its national responsibilities and to mobilize
all its potentials to confront these zionist
imperialist schemes.

5. It reaffirms the importance and, necessity of pre-
serving national unity, militarily and politically,
among all, groups in the Palestinian Revolution,
within the framework of the PLO, as a basic con-
dition for victory. It is essential, therefore,to
consolidate national unity on all levels, on the
basis of abiding by these resolutions and drawing
up programmes for their implementation.

* i.e., including the area of the State of Israel

** i.e.' no peace with Israel.

mvwrw w WWU M-ra w~m J l
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6. It reaffirms the right of the Palestinian Revolu-
tion to be present in the territory of fraternal
Lebanon, in accordance with the Cairo Agreement and
its Annexes concluded between the PLO and the
Lebanese authorities. It is determined to abide by
and implement this Agreement both in letter and
spirit, including the right to preserve the weapon
of the Revolution within the camps. It rejects
any unilateral interpretat ion of this Agreement
and its Annexes, while expressing its respect for
the sovereignty and security of Lebanon.

7. It salutes the heroic fraternal Lebanese people
and reiterates the concern of the PLO to preserve
the teirtorial integrity of Lebanon, the unity of
its people, its security, independence, sovereignty
and Arab character; it expresses its pride in the
support given by that heroic people to the PLO,
which is struggling for the recovery of the national'
rights of the Palestinian people in their homeland*
and their right to return to it. It emphasizes the
necessity of 'deepening and consolidating the co-
hesion of all nationalist Lebanese forces and the
Palestinian Revolution.

8. It reaffirms the necessity of reinforcing the Arab
Front participating in the Palestinian Revolution,
and of deepening its cohesion with all forces which
have joined it in all countries of the Arab home-
land. It also reiterates the need to escalate the
joint Arab struggle, and to promote the'nodalities
of the Palestinian Revolution towards confronting
Zionist and imperialist plans.

9. It decides to promote Arab solidarity and struggle
against imperialiam and Zionism, to strive towards
the liberation of all Arab occupied territories*,
and to commit itself to supporting the Palestinian
Revolution in its determination to regain the
national inalienable rights of the Palestinian
people, without reconciliation or recognition
jobf -Israelj1.

* i.e., including the area of the State of Israel.
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10. It reaffirms the right of the PLO to exercise its
responsibilities of-struggle on the Arab and
national *levels, and through any Arab territory for
the liberation of the occupied land*.

11. It decides to pursue the struggle to regain the
national rights of our people, first and foremost
of which are the rights to return, to exercise
self-determination and to establish its own
national independent state over its national soil*.

12. It stresses the importance of promoting coopera-
tion and solidarity with the socialist, non-aligned,
Islamic and African states, and with all national
liberation movements in the world.

13. It salutes the attitudes and the struggle of all
democratic states and forces against zionism, as
a form of racism, and against its aggressive
practices.

14. It reaffirms the importance of relations and
coordination with progressive, democratic Jewish
forces within and outside the occupied homelandk
which are struggling against the zionist ideology
and its practices. It calls on all freedom-loving
st~ates and forces struggling for peace and justice
in the world to stop all forms of assistance and
cooperation with the racist zionist regime and
to reject any contacts with it, or with its tools
and symbols.

* i.e., including the area ofj fthe State of Israel.
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(a) to affirm the right of the PLO to participate
in all international conferences, forums,
and efforts dealing with the problem of
P-alestine and the Arab-Zionist conflict,
on an independent and equal footing, on
the basis of the General Assembly Resolution
3236, for the fulfilment of our national
inaliena'bile rights, which have been recognized
by the General Assembly of the United Nations
since 1974, particularly in Resolution 3236;

(b) to declare that any settlement or agreement
affecting the rights of the Palestinian
people and reached in its absence, is null
and void.

I
I'

I
/

A

II

1. Bearing in mind the important achievements
accomplished on the Arab and international levels
since the 12th Session, as reviewed in the
Political report submitted by the Executive
.Committee, the Palestinian National council
decides the following:

0



PERMANENT

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL

TO THE UNITED NATIONS
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800 SECOND AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

OXFORD 7-5500

16 August 1977

Excellency,

On instructions of my Government, I have the honour to
inform you that Israel has decided to withdraw its
participation from the World Conference for Action against
Apartheid, to be held in Lagos, Nigeria, from 22 to
26 August, 1977.

Israel's decision stems principally from the refusal of the
Special Committee against Apartheid, the Organizers of the
Conference, to agree to the participation of the World
Jewish Congress at Lagos, despite the fact that the body,
which is one of the major and most respected Jewish
organizations iin the world, has enjoyed consultative
status as a non-governmental organization with the Economic
and Social Council since 1947, as well as with UNESCO,
the International Labour Organization, the Organization of
American States, and the Council of Europe. Among its aims
is a commitment to .work for human rights generally. When
its application to go to Lagos was declined, it was not
advised of the selection process or of the criteria applied
in granting some requests for an invitation and rejecting
others.

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General
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By way of contrast, the organizers of the Conference
agreed to the participation of the P.L.O., even though
that terrorist organization has absolutely n othing to
do with the aims of the Conference, and its racist attitudes,
akin to the worst forms of anti-Semitism, are written into
its so-called "National Covenant'". Moreover, at the
insistence of the P.L.O., the "Committee for the Exercise
of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People" has
now been invited to Lagos, even though its mandate is in no
way connected with the Conference, and it was originally
not invited for precisely that reason. In addition, it is
now patently clear from discussions which took place in
recent meetings of the Special Committee against Apartheid,
that certain States propose to abuse the Conference and
convert it into yet another platform for their unremitting
political and propaganda warfare against Israel.

The Government of Israel has reached its decision only after
careful consideration, and with no small measure of
reluctance, since its opposition to apartheid, as enunciated
by the then Foreign Minister of Israel on 7 Otober 1976
before the General Assembly of the United Nations remains
clear and unequivocal. He said: "Racism and racial
discrimination, in any guise, including apartheid, are
abhorrent to my country and my people. The basic tenets
of Judaism are irreconcilable with any form of racism and
racial discrimination".

However, the Government of Israel cannot pass over in silence
the decision to preclude the World Jewish Congress from Lagos.
Not only is that decision an insult to the Jewish people as a
whole, but it is also a blatant act of discrimination, in
flagrant violation of the spirit of the Lagos Conference itself.

At the same time it should be stressed that the host Government
of Nigeria, on its part, has been most cooperative in providing
all requisite facilities for Israel's participation at the
Conference.
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once again, a conference of great importance not only to
Africa but to all states, is under threat of emasculation by
Arab extremists for their own partisan purposes. The
Government of Israel can neither ignore such behaviour,
nor let it be ignored.

I have the honour to request that this letter be circulated
as a document of the General Assembly, under item 74 of the
provisional agenda.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

-Chaim Herzog
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations
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The Secretaa-y-4General has not yet been the official text of

the recent decision or the Government of Israel in relation to

the West Banik and Gaza. Therefore,, at this stage, he wishes only

to express the viev that an the governments and parties concerned

in the Middle Past conflict should refrain from any moves which

Night heighten tension or affeot the current efforts to resume

the negotiating process on the Middle Fast. Moves vhich contravene

the spirit or the letter of the Uniited Nations resolutions on the

Middle East should particularly, be avoided.
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THE LEAGUE OF. ARAB STATES
Office of the' Permanent Observer to the United Nations

747 THIRD AVENUE NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

(212] 838-8700

August 15, 1977
AL/127 7

Your Excellency,

His Excellency Mr. Mabmoud R10iad, Secretary General of the
League of Arab States,has asked me to convey to Your
Excellency the attached cable regarding putting into force
the Israeli laws in the occupied territories of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.

Please accept,
consideration.

Excellency, the assurances of my highest

Sincerely,

A~min Hitimy 11
Ambassador
Permanent Observer of
of Arab States to the

the League
U.N.

E.E. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim
United Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017

RECEIVED
,,G1.6 1977

~i
O� 4�zAtt

.j.
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Translated from Arabic

Cable

Date: 15 August 1977

To: H.E; the Secretary-General of the United Nations

From: Mahmoud Riad, Secretary General o-l the League of
Arab States

News has reached us that the Israeli Government has
announced its firm intention to apply Israeli laws in the
fields of health, labour and other services to the Arab
population of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip and has
announced that this step is not a decision for annexation,
inasmuch as the West Bank and the Gaza Strip are
territories actually belonging to the people of Israel
and that the territory of Israel cannot be annexed by
the people of Israel.

As you know, the Government of Israel has already
promulgated since 1967 a series of laws and measures
for the annexation of the city of Jerusalem, which has
prompted the General Assembly and the Security Council
to adopt a number of resolutions condemning all the
measures taken to change conditions in Jerusalem,
declaring these measures invalid and calling upon
Israel t~o rescind them.

In spite of that, the Government of Israel has continued
to flout and violate these resolutions and recently
announced the accordance of legal status to three of
the settlements which have been established on the
West Bank. Indeed, Menahem Begin, the Israeli Prime
Minister, announced on 19 May 1977 that this measure
did not mean annexation of the West Bank inasmuch as it
was liberated Israeli territory.

These measures reflect flagrant challenges calling for
your swift intervention and the adoption of the necessary
steps, pursuant to the powers conferred upon you, to put
an end to Israel's arbitrary actions, which are not in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and
its recent resolutions.

You undoubtedly share my view that these measures and
their continuation will definitely impede the efforts
currently being expended to achieve a just peace and
that they constitute a threat to international peace
and security.
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

LETTER DATED 29 JULY 1977 FROM THE PERM4ANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF OMAN TO
THE UNITIED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

On behalf of the Arab Group, I should like to draw attention to the following:

On 26 July 1977, Israel took it upon itself to legalize three Jewish
settlements in the occupied Arab territory near the towns of Kafr Kaddum,
Khan Al-Ahmar and Ramallah. This latest measure in Israel's persistent policy of
expansion and colonization violates the Charter of the United Nations, the Geneva
Convention and the numerous resolutions and decisions by the Security Council. It
aggravates further an already explosive situation.

We wish to recall the consensus statement adopted by the Security Council on
11 November 1976 (see document S/12233):

"~Following the request submitted by Egypt on 20 October 1976, the Security
Council held four meetings between 1 November and 11 November 1976 to
consider the situation in the occupied. Arab territories, with the
participation of the representative of the Palestine Liberation Organization.
After consulting all the members, the President of the Council states that the
Council has agreed on the following:

"(1) To express its grave anxiety and concern over the present serious
situation in the occupied Arab territories as a result of continued Israeli
occupation;

"?(2) Reaffirmation of its call upon the Government of Israel to ensure the
safety, welfare and security of the inhabitants of the territories and to
facilitate the return of those inhabitants who have fled the areas since the
outbreak of hostilities;

"(3) Its reaffirmation that the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War is applicable to the Arab
territories occupied by Israel since 1967. Therefore, the occupying Power is
called upon once again to comply strictly with the provisions of that
Convention and to refrain from any measure that violates them. In this regard
the measures taken by Israel in the occupied Arab territories that alter their
demographic composition or geographical nature and particularly the
establishment of settlements are accordingly strongly deplored. Such measures
which have no legal validity and cannot prejudice the outcome of the search for
the establishment of peace constitute an obstacle to peace;

77-14383
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"(h) It considers once more that all legislative and administrative measures
and actions taken by Israel, including expropriation of land and pro-perties
thereon and the transfer of populations which tend to change the legal status
of Jerusalem, are invalid and. cannot change that status, and- urgently calls
upon Israel once more to rescind all such measures already taken and to desist
forthwith from taking any further action which tends to change the status of
Jerusalem. In this connexion the Council deplores the failure of Israel to
show- any regard for Security Council resolutions 237 (1967) of 1~4 June 1967,
252 (1968) of 21 Mi.,ay 1968 and 298 (1971) of 25 September 1971 and General
Assembly resolutions 2253 (ES-V) and- 22541 (ES.-V) of 4 and 14 July 1967;

ý'(5) Its recognition that any act of profanation of the Holy Places,
religious buildings and sites or any encouragement of, or connivance at, any
such act may seriously endanger international peace and security.

"IThe Council, decides to keep the situation under constant attention with a view
to meeting again should circumstances require."

The Permanent Representatives of the Arab States to the United Nations and
the Permanent Observer of the Palestine Liberation Organization have asked me to
bring to your attention and through you to the attention of the members of the
Council, this latest threat to peace and security and to request that the Council
assume its respons-ibility in maintaining peace by taking immediate action to put an
end to one of the causes of this latest threat to peace - namely, the prolonged.
illegal occupation and the persistent isreali measures.

I kindly ask you to circulate this letter as a document of the Security
Council.

(Signed) Mahmoud- ABOUL-NASR
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of Oman
to the United Nations

Chairman of the Arab Group
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LETTER DATED 28 JULY 1977 FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE
EXERCISE OF THE INALIENABLE RIGHTS OF THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE

ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

On 26 July 1977, the Prime A7inister of Israel decided officially to approve the
establishment of three Israeli settlements at Camp Kadum, Ofra and Maale Aduanin,
situated on the West Bank of the Jordan, which Israel has been illegally occupying
since June 1967.

In this connexion it is my duty, as Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise
of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, to express to you my deep
concern regarding this decision, which is completely incompatible with the
recommendations contained in the Committee's report, which -~ I would recall - were
endorsed by the General Assembly at its thirty-first session. I am referring here
in particular to the recommendations made in paragraph 72 (c) and (d) of the
Committee's report (document A/31/35), which request Israel to desist from the
establishment of new settlements in the occupied Arab territories and to withdraw
from settlements established since 1967.

In addition, I should like to draw your attention to the fact that the Israeli
Prime Minister's decision constitutes a violation of the Geneva Convention of
12 August 1949 relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of
General Assembly resolutions 3525 (XXX) and 31/106, of Security Council resolutions
237 of 1)4 June 1967 and 252 of 21 may 1968, and of the statements made on behalf of
the Security Council by its President at the 1922nd meeting, on 26 May 1976, and
the 1969th meeting, on 11 November 1976.

The official approval of the establishment of Israeli settlements cannot
therefore have any legal validity and in fact merely aggravates the tensions in the
region, artificially erects an additional obstacle to the realization of the
inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, and undermines efforts to promote a
just and lasting settlement of the Middle East problem.

I should be grateful if you would arrange for this letter to be circulated as a
document of the Security Council.

(Signed) M16doune FALL
Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People

77=1)4388



THE FRAMEWJORK FOR THE PEACE-MAKING PROCESS

BETWEEN ISRAEL AND ITS NEIGHBORS

1.The Government of Israel will be prepared to participate,

beginning October 10, 1977, in a new additional session of the

Geneva Peace Conference to be convened by the two co-chairmen

on the basis of Paragraph 3 of Security Council Resolution 338

of 21 October 1973 which states: (The Security Council)

"deie that, immediately and concurrently with the cease-fire,

negotiations start between the parties concerned under appropriate

auspices aimed at establishing a just and durable peace in

the Middle East."

2. Resolution 338 includes and makes reference to Security Council

Resolution 242 of November 22, 1967.

3. Accredited delegations of sovereign states will participate in the

reconvened session of the Geneva Peace Conference, namely :the

representatives of Israel, Egypt, Syria and Jordan.

4. The participating states in the Geneva Peace Conference will

present no prior conditions for their taking part in the Conference.

5. At the public session of the reconvened Geneva Peace Conference

the representatives of the parties will make opening statements.

6. At the conclusion of the public ses--on three mixed commissions

will be established, namely: Egyptian-Israeli; Syrian-Israeli;

Jordanian-Israeli.
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7. In the framework of these mixed commissions, peace treaties

between the parties concerned will be negotiated and

concluded.

8. The chairmanship of each mixed commission will be fixed

by the rule of rotation between an Israeli representative

and a representative of the neighboring state.

9. Having reached agreement on the substance of the peace

treaties -- i.e. the termination of the state of war;

the determination of permanent boundaries; diplomatic

relations, the economic clauses, etc.: - Eý public

session of the Conference will again be convened for

the purpose of signing the peace treaties.
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THE ALTERNATIVJE

(Two Possibilities)

In the event that the states bordering on Israel refuse to

participate in the Geneva Peace Conference in accordance

with the established framework determined by the precedent

of the first session of the Conference on grounds of insistence

that the organization called PLO be added to the sovereign

state delegations, it is proposed:

To establish through the good offices of the United States

the aforementioned three mixed commissions in keeping with

the method used during the Rhodes negotiations of 1949.

Or: In accordance with the principle of "proximity talks,"

with a view to conducting in the framework of such mixed

commissions the negotiations on the conclusion of peace treaties.
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REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

800 SECOND AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

OXFORD 7-5500

July 22, 1977

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General

Excellency,

Further to your meeting this morning with Prime Minister
Begin, I have the honour, on the instructions of the Prime
Minister, to forward to you the enclosed copy of "THE
FRAMYEWORK FOR THE PEACE WORKING PROCESS BETWEEN ISRAEL
AND ITS NEIGHBOURS"1 , which was presented by him this week
to the President of the United States.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my hi~hest
consideration -

Chaim Herzog
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations

U -
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26 July 1977

Excellency,,

On behalf of the Secretary-General, I bave the honour to

acknowledge receipt of your letter of 22 July 19TT by which you

transmitted a copy of "The ?remevork for the Peace Working Process

between Israel and Its Neighbours". whioh was presented by

Prime Minister Begin to the President of the United States.

As you may be avaer, the Secretary-General is avay from

Headquarters and the text of Prime Minister Begin's paper to being

brought to his attention.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

Roberto 9, Guiyer
tlnder-Seeretari-General

for Special Political Affairs

His Excellency
Mr. Chaim Herzog
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations
800 Second Avenue
New Tork, N.Y. 1001T
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Meeting in the Secretary-General's Office
at 12'.15 p.m. on Friday, 22 July 1977

Present: The Secretary-General

Prime Minister Menahem Begin

Ambassador Herzog

Ambassador Eliaf

Mr. Guyer

Mr. Urquhart

The Prime'Minist~er raised the question of the Christian

minority in Southern Lebanon who were desperately in need of

help and protection.

He suggested that a Political truce should be declared

until the Geneva Conference and there should be an embargo

on all political statements. He asked the Secretary-General

to make this proposal to Arab leaders. He hoped all the

Foreign Ministers would come to the General Assembly and that

it might be possible to bring them together, even indirectly.

The political truce would help in this process, especially

as far as the United Nations was concerned. President Sadat

had already made some gestures which were appreciated, such

as the withdrawal of the excess troops in Sinai and the return

without conditions of 19 Israeli bodies.

The Secretary-General said he would certainly co~nvey ti

idea to the Arab delegations. Sadat, when he had spoken to him

in Libreville, had been less skeptical than other Arab leaders

and had said he could agree on a reasonable procedure for PLO

participation, although he di d not specify how.

The Prime Minister said he would give the Secretary-General

a paper on his proposed plan. His idea was to go to Geneva

on 10 October as convened by the two Co-Chairmen.

The Secretary-General said that the last time the Co-

Chairmen had asked the Secretary-General to convene the meeting

and that he had acted as Chairman.
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The Prime Mini-ster said there would be opening statements

at the first session and then instrumentalities for building

peace would be set up with th e aim of writing peace treaties.

The procedure would be along the lines of the very successful

procedure in Rhodes under Dr. Bunche, with mixed commissions

which concluded the Armistice Agreements. In this case the

mixed commissions would draft peace treaties. PLO partici-

pation contradicts the precedent and it was Israel's position

that only states should participate. In any case, any change

in participation had to be agreed by all the parties. The

Europeans should be very careful of making proposals which

would result in spilling further Jewish blood. The rivers

of Europe were red with Jewish blood. The United Nations

should remember that the League of Nations provided the mandate

for a national home for the Jewish people. A Palestine state

would be a mortal danger to Israel and would mean permanent

bloodshed. Israel could not negotiate with the PLO, who were

the most implacable enemies of the Jews since the Nazis.

Their basic target is genocide. Israel cannot be pressured

into accepting the PLO. Before World War TI Jews were often

advised not to take Mein Kainpf seriously, but they had learned

their lesson. If the Arabs insisted on PLO participation, they

would make Geneva impossible. Palestinian4 A could

participate in the Jordanian delegation.

If Geneva was impossible, either mixed commissionfs could

be established with the good offices of the United States

to provide the framework, with rotating chairmanship,for

direct negotiations, or there could be proximity talks in

New York or elsewhere with the United States in the middle.

The Secretary-General said he appreciated the Prime

Minister's frank and candid approach, although his ideas

did not wholly coincide with United Nations resolutions;

for example on withdrawal or on the Palestinian dimension.

The Prime Minister said that the 1947 resolution spoke

of a Jewish State and a Palestinian State. Israel wanted to

live in peace with the Palestinian Arabs. Terrorism was

rl*
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an ugly phenomenon of the modern world.

The'Secre'tary-General said he always spoke out against

terrorism wherever it took place. In the United Nations

he and his colleagues wished to do everything possible to

help and to contribute to a solution of the Middle East

problem in the framework of the resolutions and agreed

guidelines. He stressed the good will of the Secretariat and

was gratified that Mr. Begin had taken note of this in his

talks with General Siilasvuo. The Secretariat did its best

to help the parties and to be objective and fair.

The Prime Minister asked what could be done to prevent

a majority in the Assembly from adopting an abomination such as

the Zionist resolution. It was deeply wounding for the generation

of Buchenwald to be called racists.

The'Secretary-General said this had been a highly controversial

resolution, but the United Nations was a parliamentary institution.

He had the impression that there was now a change in attitude

and that governments on the whole were more realistic and less

emotional.

The Prime Minister raised the question of the 4,000 Jews

in Syria. Even Iraq had let the Jews leave. He asked the

Secretary-General to write to President Assad and urge him to

let the 4,000 Jews in Syria-go.

The Secretary-General said he had taken this up with

President Assad before and would certainly take it up again.

As to Geneva, he had last year proposed the possibility

of working groups. The Arabs did not accept working groups

on a geographical basis, but would accept functional working

groups on such matters as withdrawal, secure boundaries, the

Palestinian dimension, etc.

The Prime Minister said the idea should be tried again.

Israel was speaking about peace treaties not piecemeal arrange-

ments. The United States now supported this idea. The mixed

commissidns should deal with all the details.
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The'Secretarf-'Gene'ral said that in Geneva Mr. Gromyko

had stressed the need for reconvening Geneva, but had said that

if the United States tried to 'use the Conference has a cover

for bilateral diplomacy, the Soviet Union would walk out of the

Conference, slamming the door.

As far as Lebanon was concerned, if there was any question

of a United Nations force, the Security Council and the

governments concerned would have to be consulted.

The Prime Minister said that the United States wished to

rebuild the Lebanese army, but this would take time. In the

meantime, Israel would not object to United Nations forces,

provided they came from countries which had diplomatic relations

with Israel and provided the force could deal with the 5,000

members of the PLO in South Lebanon, who must be moved north

of the Litani. The United Nations force would only be in

Lebanon.

The Secretary-General said the next step would be Mr.

Vance's Middle East tour, followed by talks with the Foreign

Ministers in the General Assembly.

He expressed his appreciation to the Prime Minister for

coming to the United Nations.

The' Prime Minister reciprocated his appreciation.
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Thirty-second session
Items 30 and.31 of the preliminary list*

QUESTION OF PALESTINE

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Letter dated 18 July 1977 from the Permanent Representative of Portugal

to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of a communiqu6i is sued by the
Permanent Mission of Portugal to the United Nations concerning the establishment
of diplomatic relations between Portugal and Israel.

I should be grateful if y~u would have the aforementioned text circulated
as an official document of the General Assembly under items 30 and 31 of the
preliminary list.

(Signed) Vasco FIJTSCHER PEREIRA
Ambas sador

Permanent Representative of Portugal
to the United Nations

* A/32/50/Revj.1

77-13816 I ..
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ANNEX

Communique' issued on 18 July 1977 by the Perm-anent Mission
of Portugal to the United INations

The Permanent Mission of Portugal to the United Nations, referring to the
recent establishment of diplomatic relations between Portugal and Israel, is in
a position to provide the following clarification:

1. Since 25 April 1974, all the provisional Governments have stated in their
foreign policy programmes that their first objective was to free the Portuguese
nation from "the isolation to which it had been condemned because of the colonial
war

2. The decision to establish diplomatic relations with all the countries of the
world was solemnly reaffirmed in the programme of the first constitutional
Portuguese Government, submitted to the Assembly of the Republic by the Prime
Minister, Mr. Mario Soares.

3. Faithful to this programme, Portugal has, in the past three years, established
diplomatic relations with all countries, regardless of their socio-political
regime and their various foreign policy positions.

4. In the particular case in question, it should be remembered that the State
of Israel had been represented in Lisbon since 1959 by a Consulate-General which
had always functioned without interruption. In the circumstances described above,
the Portuguese Government considered that the transformation of this Consulate-
General into an Embassy was a logical consequence of the policy defined in the
preceding paragraph. However, its views on this point should in no way be
interpreted as signifying any change in Portuguese policy, as defined clearly
with regard to the problem of the Middle East in general and the question of
Palestine in particular.

5. The recent establishment of diplomatic relations with Israel does not reflect
the slightest change in the general policy which the Portuguese Government has
defined and maintained in considering the various resolutions submitted to
international bodies. In this connexion, the vote of the Portuguese delegations
on each of those resolutions has in fact been cast solely in the light of the
text and its implications.

6. The Portuguese position on the problems of the Middle East and Palestine thus
remains unchanged as regards both the application of United Nations resolutions
by the parties concerned and the withdrawal of Israel from the occupied
territories and the creation of a homeland for the Palestinian people. That
position was, moreover, unequivocally affirmed by the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Portugal, Mr. Jose' Medeiros Ferreira, in his statement during the
general debate at the thirty-first session of the General Assembly:

I...
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"1We also express our concern at the situation in the Middle East, where
the Palestinian people continues to see the homeland to which it is entitled
unjustly disputed. We support the rapid convocation of the Geneva Conference
and hope that it will recognize the legitimate aspirations of the Palestinian
people, as well as provide guarantees for the security of Israel." a!

7. Hence, this position, which has been defined so clearly, cannot be considered
as having been affected by the establishment of diplomatic relations with
Israel, especially since Portugal also, and at the very-outset, established
diplomatic relations with t~he Arab States, to which the Portuguese people is
linked by profound cultural and historical affinities. Moreover, it should be
noted that all the foregoing considerations have been emphasized in a number of
recent statements by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Portugal.

a! Official_ Records of the Gene Iral Assembly, Thirty-first Session, Plenary
Meetings, 22nd meeting, para. 275.



MISSZC PERMANENTE DE PORTUGAL

IJUNTO DAS NACOES UNIDAS
NEW YORK

New York, le 18 juiliet 1977

Excellence,

J'ai 1'honneur de tran~smettre ci-joint le texte

d t un com=munique' publie' par la Mission Permanente dui Por-

tugal aupres des Nations Unies au sujet de le'~tablissement

de relations diplomatiques entre l~e Portugal et Israel.

Je vous serais reconn~aissant de bien. vouloir

faire circuler l~e texte sus-mentionne' comme document officiel

de la 32eme Session de l'Assembl1'e G~ne'rale, au titre des

poin~ts 30 et 31 de l'ordre dui jour pre'limninaire anno-te.

*Vq30- scbher -Pereir'a----6

RepresentaniPermanrent du Pbrtugal
aupres. des Nations IUnies

Son Excellence
M~onsieur Kurt Waldheim
Secre'taire-Ge'ne'ral des Nations ljnies

I1TEW YORK

V, C3 N01



MISS;AO PERMANENTE: DE: PORTUGAL

LJUNTO DAS NACSE:S UNIDAS
NEW YORK

La Mission Perman~ente dui Portugal aupres des Nations

lUnies, se reportant au re~cent 6'tablissement de relations di-

plomatiques entre le Portugal et Israel, est en mesure d~e

fournir les pre'cisions suivantes:

1. De's le 25 avril 1974-, tous les Gouvernements Provi-

soires ont de'clare' dans leursprogramm~esde politique e'trange"re

que leur premier objectif e'tait celui de libe'rer la Nation

Portugaise de "1' isolement auquel elle avait ete6 vouee du fait

de la guerre colonial-ell;

2. La de'cision d1'etablir des relations diplomatiques avec

tous les'payrs dui monde fiat solennellement re'affirMe'e dan~s le

Programme dui premier Gouvernement Constitutionn~el Portugais,

presente' a. l'Assemble'e de la Re'publique par le Premier Ministre,

N. Mario Soares;

3. Fide'le 'a ce programme, le Portugal a e'tabli, au. cours

de ces trois dernierees anne'es, des relations diplomatiques avec

tous les payrs, inde'pendanment de leur regime socio-politique et

de leurs diverses positions en mat iere de politiqu'e e'trange're;
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6. La position portugaise au sujet des proble'mes du

Iioyen-Orient, et de la Palestine, reste donc incban~gee, en ce

qui. concerne ltmapplication par les parties inte'resse'es des re'

solutions des Nations Unies comme en ce qui concerne le retrait

d'Israe2. des territoires occupe's et la cre'ation d'une patrie

pour le peuple palestinien. Cette position a d'ailleurs e'e

affirme'e, sans e'uivoque, par le Ninistre des .A.±'aires Etrangeres

du Portugal, M4. Jose' Nedeiros Ferreira, dana le discours qu'il
a~ ~ prnnc% l'occasion du d'bat g'n'ral lors de la 31"eseso

de l'Assemble'e Ge'nerale des Nations Unies:

"Nous sommes e6galement preoccupes devan~t la situation au

Noyan-Orlient, alors que le peuple palestiiaien se voit toujours

disputer de fagon injuste la patrie a% laquelle ii a droit. Nous

appuyons la convocation rapide de la Oonfe'rence de Geneve et es-

perons qu'elle reconnaitra lea aspirations le~gitimes d~u peuple

palestinien et apportera des garauties pour la se'curite' d.'Israel".

7. On ne saurait done considerer cette position, si clairement

de'finie, comme azyant e'e affecte'e par 1l'~tablissamentde relations

diplomatiques avec Israel, d'autant plus quo is Portugal a e'galement,

et en tout premier lieu, noue' des relations diplomatiques avec lea

0 0 0/0
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4I. Dans le cas particulier en cause, ii convient do

rappeler quo 1'Etat d'Israel e'tait cI"J'a. represente' a Lisbonne

depuis 1959 par un Consulat-Ge'neraJ. qui a toujours ±'onctionn6"

sans interruption.

Dans le contexte d.'crit ci-dessus, le Gouvernement

Portugais a estime' que la transformation de ce Consulat-Ge'neraJ.

en Ambassade s'inse'rait logiquemont dans la politique de'finie

au paragraphe pr'ce'dent. Maiaj son jugement sur ce point ne

saurait aucunement eatre interpre'te comme signifiant un changement

quelconque dans la politique portugaise, telle quo celle-ci a ee

clairement dI'finie en ce qui concerne le proble'me du Moyen-Oriont

en general. et la question do Palestine en particulier.

5. En effet, 1e'~tablissoment re'cent de relations diplomatiques

avec Israel ne traduit pas la moindre modification de l'orionta-

tion ge'nerale quo le Gouvernement Portugais a de'finie et maintenue

lors de l1exanien des diverses re'solutions soumises aux instances

internationales. En cette matiere, le vote des de'legations por-

tugaises sur chacuno do ces re'solutions n'a, en fait, e~t emis

qu'e fonction du texto et do sos implications.
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Etats arabes, auxquels le peuple -portugais est lie par de

si profond~es affinite's, culturelles et historiques. I). est

a remarquer, d'ailleurs, que tout ce qui pr'cede a ete sou-

lign' dans plusieurs de~clarations re'centes du Ministre des

Affaires Etrangeres du Portugal.

New York, le IL8 judflt 1977

4 1,.,-
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800 SECOND AVENUE

NEW YORK. N. Y. 10017

OXFORD 7-5500PERMANENT MISSION OF ISRAEL

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

July 1977

Excellency,, MA ~ ~ J~ ( ~

Ihave the hono1 refer to document E/6005 of 22 June 1977, sub-~ 7
mitting to the Economic and Social council a report on "Assistance to
the Palestinian people", as requested in Council resolution 2026 (LXI)("

That resolution was adopted by the Council during its 61st session,
under agenda item 19 (Operational Activities for Development). How-
ever, document E/6005 is presented under agenda item 23, to which it
certainly does not belong. Instead, the document should have been
listed under item 20 of the agenda of the 63rd session (Policy Review
of Operational Activities), which corresponds to item 19 of the
61st session.

I should like to request that a Corrigendum relating the report to the
item under which it was requested by the Economic and Social Council,
be issued speedily in view of the fact that the subject is before
ECOSOC now.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Pinhas <Eli
Ambassador

Acting Permanent Representative of Israel
to the United N~ations

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General

I
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Sixty-first session
POLICY AND PROGRAMME CO-ORDINATION COX MITTE
Agenda item 19

OPER&TIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT

Draft resolution submitted. by EvIpL oIn behalf of the Group of 77

Assistance to the Palestinian people

The Economic and Social Council

Recalling General Assembly resolutions 3210 (XXIX), 3236 (XXIX) and. 3237 (XXIX)9

and Council resolution 1978 (LIX),

1. Invites the United Nations Development Programme, the specialized agencies

and other organizations within the United Kations system to intensify, as a matter of

urgency and in co-ordination with the Economic Commission for Western Asia, their

Iefforts in identifying the social and economic needs- of the Palestinian people;

2. Requests the above-mentioned age ncies and. organizations to consult and

.co-operate with the Palestine Liberation Organization, the representative of the

)Palestinian people,, with a view to establishing and implementing concrete projects to

* ensure the improvement of the social and economic.conditions of the Palestinian

* people;

3. Urges the beads of the organizations and agencies concerned to formulate and

submit to their respective governing and/or legislative bodies proposals for ensuring

the implementation of operative paragraphs I and 2;

*4. Requests the Secretary-General to submit a report to the Council at its

sixty-third session on the steps taken to implement this resolution.

GE. 76-88070
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DRAFT BASIC PROGRAMME OF WORK OF THE COUNCIL FOR 1977
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SOCIL CO NCILORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Sixty-second session
Agenda item 16. Consideration of the

prcvisional agenda for the
sixty-third session.

DRAFT PROVISIONAL AGEN'DA FOR THE SIXTY-THIRD SESSION

Note by the Secretariat

1. In accordance with rule 9 of the rules of procedure, the draft provisional
agenda for the sixty-third session is submitted for consideration by the Council.
It has been drawn up in the light of the basic programme of work adopted by the
Council in decision 20)4 (ORG-77).

2. Although this document would normally be issued towards the end of the current
session, it is being circulated at this stage in response to the decision taken by
the Council at its 20)46th meeting on 12 April 1977, to review the documentation for
the sixty-third session.

3. The present draft provisional agenda might have to be modified to take into
account the decisions adopted at~the Council's sixty-second session; for instance,
an item on "Social development questions" might have to be added, for consideration
at the resumed sixty-third session, should the Council approve a recommendation of
the Commission for Social Development presently under consideration by the Council.

77-075)47 / .
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UINU1ED NATIONS
Distr.S ~ E/6005
22 June 1977
ENGLISH

QC ! A L CQ0 UN C"I ORIGINAL: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Sixty-third session
Agenda item 123. Implementation of the

Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples by the specialized agencies
and the international institutions
associated with the United Nations

ASSISTANCE TO THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE

Report of' the Secretary-General

Introduction

1. The present report is submitted to the Council in accordance with its
resolution 2026 (LXI) under which the Secretary-General was requested to prepare a
report on the steps taken to implement the provisions of' that resolution.

2. The first p~art of' the report relates to action taken by the United Nations
Development Programiine (UNDP) and the Economic Commission for WIestern Asia (ECVWA).
In paragraph 1 of the resolution the Council invited UNDP as well as the other
organizations of' the system to intensify, as a matter of urgency and in
co-ordination with ECIWA, their efforts in identifying the social and economic needs
of the Palestinian people. The second part of the report contalns material
submitted by the agencies and programmes of the United Nations system on action
taken by them in implementation of the above paragraph of' the resolution as well as
paragraphs 2 and 3, under which the Council requests the organizations ',to consult
and co-operate with the Palestine Liberation Organization, the representative of the
Palestinian people, with a view to establishing and implementing concrete projects
to ensure the improvement of the social and economic conditions of the
Palestinian people", and urges the executive heads to formulate and submit to their
respective governing and/or legislative bodies proposals for ensuring the
implementation of the resolution.

77-12289
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Weizman% We cannot accept Carter's position. But let us first discuss our concepts.
I hope that the Americans really want to find out what the majority of the Israeli
people want. If the United States is a real democracy, it will listen to the majority
will of our people.

STLERN: But surely -you reckon that pressure from Washington will increase?

Weizman: Let it! Ile will have to adapt to it. But it would really be the first time
th'at the United States would want to force something on a country by saying- "If you
do not do what we want we will discontinue our aid to you."U This would be the first
time- -and I am speaking here of administration and not of the CIA.

STERN: Would you, if necessary, renounce U.S. aid to remain loyal to your political
basis positions?

Wejaman: We wish to remain allies of the United States as long as we can. For we
believe that there is a lot of common ground between our two states. This begins with
the concepts of a democratic form of government. The Israeli Government has now
cewAnged in a democratic way, and the Americans will have to live with it. It is time
for President Carter not only to speak of a political homeland for the Palestinians
but also to recall the wishes of the Israeli people.

STERN: The international reaction to the victory of your party was quite negative,
not only in the Arab countries but also in the United States and in Europe. Did this
hurt you?

Weisnian: Yes, It did. What perplexed me in particular was the intensity of this
a nimosity in the United States. I think this wuas unfair ard undemocratic. I think the
Americans are about to regret it themselves.

STERN: Your enemies call the designated prime minister, your party colleague Begin,
a "terrorist." Your party, in contrast, calls PLO leader 'Arafat a "terrorist." Both
of them claim the title of a "freedom fighter" fighting for the national rights of his

Speople. IS it conceivable that they [might] negotiate with one another on an equal
footing?

Weizman: We will fight 'Arafat for our lifetime. Whenever he raises his head I will
shoot at him as he will at me. For !Arafat wants to destroy my Israel; he wants his
Palestine. Begin, however, fought against the Pritish, who wanted to chase him out of
the country. Hie has never gone as far as 'Arafat. He never dropped bombs in schools,
on market squares and bus stations. It is true indeed that some unpleasant things
have happened. But when the King David Hotel was blown up, for example, the attack
was aimed at the British headquarters located there. Begin fought against the
British Army and not against civilians. You cannot compare him with 'Arafat.

STERN: Hlow do you get along with Begin personally? You have said once that you are
"nopposite poles" and do not have great sympathy for each other.

Weizman: Yes, that is true. We do not go to the movies together. We are two
different characters, but we not~'have a common political goal. Besides, I respect
men; I only love women.
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STERN- People like to call you and Begin "1superhawks." Does this bother you?

Weizmann: Well, you know, it makes no difference to me whether I am called a hawk or a
dove. But I would not like to be a lame duck sitting on its behind.

STERN: Would you sit at a table with an Arab leader? Arid If so, with whom?

Weizm~ann: I would like to meet with As-Sadat, 'Arafat, Al-Asad, Husayn, and kl-Q~adhdhafi,
as well as their mothers and grandmas. Only--they are fighting against me. If we
could get in a car and drive to Amman, believe me, I would do it immediately.

STERN: Egypt recently gave Israel another 6 months to withdraw from the occupied
territories. Iraq has asked the Arab states to take immediate military action against
Israel. Is there any chance at all under these circumstances to preventithe next
Middle East war?

Weiznmann: Yes, in that we Israelis are strong and desist from always asking forgiveness
for our existence. The compromising attitude to former governments led to three Middle
East wars, perhaps our firm stance can prevent the next one. We at any rate W uld like
to go to Geneva for the Middle East conference and negotiate there without any preconditions.

STERN: Can you imagine a situation in which you would feel compelled to deal the first
strike?

Weizmann: I can do that very well indeed, yes. But I hope that this will not happen.
We 'need not start a war with the borders which we now have, or with very slight changes
on them.

STERN: Begin is considered hostile to the Germans. Do you believe that the German-Israeli
relations will worsen?

Welzman: I see no reason for that, I believe I can reveal it now for the first time that
I once was a secret guest of the German Air Force--in 1962 I was in Muenster for a whole
week. I remember that they had very good liquor there at the time.

YEDI'OT AHARONOT VIEWS ARAB MILITARY THREAT

TA081727Y Tel Aviv YEDI'OT AHARONOT in Hebrew 8 Jun 77 p 2 TA

(Editorial: "Another Trance"]I

[Text] The Arab countries have again entered into a war "trance."1

A security threaty between Syria and Lebanon is being considered,and if it is signed it
will mean Lebanon's incorporation into the Syrian war machine. Furthermore, arms have
begun streaming into Iraq for the USSR, which does not intend to equip the dictatorship
in B ghdad for a war on America or Russia... .and more: As-Sadat is attempting to improve
his relations with Libya and Saudi Arabia with a view to the military option to which he
is again resorting. Jordan is beginning to be incorporated into this combination of7
alliances. The Egyptians have already begun to violate the agreement in Sinai, this time
on a particularly large scale, bringing in about 17 infantry battalions to the east bank
of the canal....
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GENERAL WIZIZHMIT INTERVIEWED ON DEFENSE POLICY

DW081228Y Hamburg STERN in German 8 Jun 77 PP 15t4-1506 T)W4

[Erich Follath and Shabtai Ta~l interview with Israeli Gen Ezer Weizman, the
designated defense minister in Tel Aviv--"last week"])

[Text] STERN: The election victory and, thus, also your victory has not only baffled
Europe but also took miany Israelis by surprise.

Weizman, Me too, as far as the abviousness of the victory is concerned. This was no
usua.l election victory; it was a revolution. The labor P1arty has had a sort of govern-.
ment monopoly for 30 years. Now the Israelis want a change.

STERN: Where do you see the reasons for the victory?

Weiznman: First of all in the absolute decline of the Labor Party and in all its scandals.
The in the total lack of political leadership forces in the Labor Plarty. And-last but
not least in the clear statements of our party on the Israeli borders. This impressed
the voters.

STERN: What impressed the voters?

Weisman: our positive statement: We shall remain wherever we are now. I do not
believe, by the way, that we are so very different in that respect from. the Fabin govern-
ment. That government also termed the Jordan River our "security border ." We only
have different ideas of what is to become of the West Bank occupied by Israeli troops.

STERN: What should become of it in your opinion?

Weizman: Part of Israel,.

STERN: That Is, you are ruling out any withdrawal?

Weizman: There will be no withdrawal lfpomtheq s ]ak It is different with the
Sinai and the Goa ~g~, n~eae~w an talk about border corrections,

b~itt~i, nlyabout minor corrections of the present borders--not tho-se prior ~to197

STERN: If we understand you correctly, you would at least fully annex the West Bank
and introduce Israeli law in this territory?

Weizman: Yes, right away. I think extending Israeli ).aw to this territory would only
be fair, if you can -talk -of -fair~ness- at "all in -a matter bet .ween Ar3.a bs and israceii6.-

STERN: Would you also favor founding new Israeli settlements on the W1-est Bank?

Weizman: We must have the right to settle wherever we want, under one condition--
that we do not take any land away from the Arabs, But if we can buy land or if free
land is available, then we should set up Israeli settlements.

STERN: With such an attitude you will burden your relations with the United Statess
considerably. After all, President Carter has more than once spokcen of the necessity
of a tthomelandt for the Palestinians. Thiýs "hoinelandtt can only be on 'the W"est I;an'c
and in Gaza. H1ow do you propose to get along with Carter under theseý conditions?



AR/mem.

28 June 1977

Thank you very much for your thoughtful letter
of 21 June 1977. 1 have greatly enjoyed our
relationship wver the years when you were Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs of
Israel. I have appreciated your frank and friendly
co-operation and the spontaneous and helpful way
in which we have been able to discuss our mutual
problems even in the most difficult circumstances.
As you rightly say, we have shared a mutual interest
in the promotion of peace in the Middle East and in
the arduous effort to make progress towards that peace.
I hope very much that we shall have opportunities
to continue the conversations which we have had in
the past few years.

With my wannest personal regards and good
wishes for the future,

Yours sincerely,

Kurt Waldheim

His Excellency
Mr. Yigal Allon

/
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ccs SG/
b. f . RA/AR/JPB/FMG/MP/MC/IL

289 June 1977

Mr., Ambassador,

The Secretary-General would appreciate it very

mouch if you could forward the enclosed letter to

His Excellency Mr. Yigal Allon.

A copy of this letter is enclosed for your

information*

Accepts, mr. Mibassador, the assurances of

my bighest consideration.

Albert Rohan
Deputy Executive assistant
to the Secretary-General

His Excellency
Mr. Pinhas Eliav
Deputy Permanent Representative of

zerael to the United VTations
New York~



D)EPUTY PRIME MINISTER

AND)

MINISTER 01- FOREIGN AFFAIRS

x
-. �

em, 21 June 1977

�kALrif

As you know I am about to hand over

my successor in the new government.

my responsibilities to

I take the opportunity to express to you my very sincere

appreciation for the constant and effective cooperation you and

your collaborators have so kindly accorded us during my three

years in office. I am confident that a similar close

relationship will be maintained with the incoming Foreign Minister,

based as it is on common principles as well as on our mutual

interest in respect for agreements and in the promotion of peace.

Please accept, Mr. Secretary-General, my renewed thanks, best

wishes and cordial personal regards.

Very sincerely yours,

His- Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim

Secretary-General of the

United Nations

New-York.

fl*3Jf in. wlA
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents

his compliments to the Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations and has the honour to refer to the

implementation of General Assembly resolution 31/15 f of

23 November 1976, adopted under the item concerning the

United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees
in the Near East and entitled "Palestine refugees in the Gaza

strip".

it will, be recalled that in a note verbale dated 13
January 1977 addressed to the Permanent Representative of

Israel, the Secretary-General drew attention to his reporting

responsibility under paragraph 2 of that resolution and

requested the Government of Israel to forward to him as soon

as possible any relevant information on the Implementation of

the respective provisions.

The Secretary-General would be grateful if the Government
of Israel would make the required information available to him
rnot later than 31 August 1977., as he plans to submit the report

that has been requested of him by the General Assembly by tbe
opening of its thirty-second session.

The Secretary-rieneral takes this opportunity to renew to

the Permanent Representative of Israel the assurances of his

highest consideration&

24 June 1977
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Message from RA via Janet

The SG said that he was willing to speak but that

he will probably have to leave around 12.30 or

earlier as he has such a heavy schedule for that

day.

jeb

#a~ pt~- & Coz~%
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SECRETARIAT EXECUTIF DE L'ORGANISATION -EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT OF THE ORGANIZATION

DE L'UNITE AFRICAINE Aux NATIONS UNIEs OF AFRICAN UNITY TO THE UNITED NATIONS
RECEIVED IN RECORDS CONTROL

211 EAST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 9 JUN1977
697-8333

2 ........

N' INV/276/0UA/77 DPTAA
IN ITIALS .... ........(' L. CORRESPONDENCE CONTROL NO,

SBRING FORWARD
New York, 3 June 197'. ON ..AY........Y..

j .~ T& ODM 2014 ...O....

Mr. Secretary-General, -, -16~ZIS J, v

I have the honour to invite you to a solemn corn-

morative meeting of' the African Group of States at the

United Nations which will be held on Thursday 16 June

1977 in observance of the International Day of Solidarity

with the Struggling People of South Africa which was pro-

claimed by the United Nations General Assembly in its

resolution 31/61 of 9 November 197T~.6

You may wish to deliver at the meeting a short

statement which should not be more than ten minutes.

The venue and the time of the meeting will be

published in the Journal of the United Nations in due course.

Please accept, Mr. Secretary-General, the assurances

of my highest consideration.

M~doune Fall
Permanent Represenjtative %
Chairman of the African Group

H.E. Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, N.Y.



Mr. Ahmed,

This is the first time that the International

Day of Solidarity with the Struggling People of South

Africa (anniversary of the Soweto massacre) will be

observed. The solemn commemorative meeting will be

held on 16 June at 11 a.m. in Conference Room 4,

with the participation of the Secretary-General

(first speaker), the President of the General

Assembly, the President of the Security Council,

the Chairmen of the regional groups and representatives

of the liberation movements of South Africa.

The Deputy Executive Secretary of the OAU

says that Ambassadors Barton and Amerasinghe

indicated to him today that they will participate.

He would like to have the confirmation of the

Secretary-General' s participation.

Mr. Farah recommends that the Secretary-General

should participate in the meeting and he is preparing

a statement.

M.K. Pe'danou
14_ June 1977



5. Mr. Mustafa Sam, the Assistant Executive Secretary of the

OAU to the UN, informed me by telephone this afternoon,

of the incident. He said that the press and others were

attempting to create an issue out of a matter which was

essentially the concern of the African Group.

Mr. Sam said that the meeting was not a UN meeting but

had been convened by the African Group. As such., the

African Group was entirely free to invite any state or

organization or person to its meetings and was not

accountable to anybody for its actions. This privilege

and freedom was enjoyed by all regional groups.

Mr. Sam said that it was not his intention to issue a

press statement but he had expressed his views to some

members of the press. He had explained that because of

Israelts occupation of part of Africa (the Sinai Peninsulajl

the OAU had not invited Israel to any of its functions

whether in New York or elsewhere since 1973 - the year

when most African states severed diplomatic relations with

Israel.



AIDE MEMOIRE

Subject: Protest by Israel(

1. on 3 June 1977 the Chairman of the African Group addressed

a letter to the Secretary-General inviting him "to a solemn

commemorative meeting of the African Group of States at the

United Nations which will be held on Thursday 16 June 1977

in observance of the International Day of Solidarity with

the Struggling People of South Africa which was proclaimed

by the United Nations Ge 'neral Assembly in its resolution

31/61 of 9 November 1976.11

The letter added that the venue and the time of the meeting

would be published in the Journal of the United Nations

in due course.

2. in the United Nations Journal dated 16 June 1977 the

following announcement appeared under the heading "Other

Meetings": Solemn Commemorative Meeting in observance

of the International Day of Solidarity with the Struggling

People of South Africa - 11.00 a.m. - 1.00 p.m. -

closed meeting - Conference Room 7.

3. The Secretary-General was not informed by the OAU of other

invitees apart from the Presidents of the General Assembly

and the Security Council and the Chairmen of the Regional

Groups. it was assumed that the meeting would be confined

to the OAU membership and selected guests.



ROUTING SLIP FICHE DE TRANSMISSION

TO: Mý-rnue
A, r Mayrhofer-rbue

DE:M Guennadi Oudovenko

Room No. - No de bureau Extension - Poste IDate
1527-E 6537 117-vi.77

FOR ACTION POUR SUITE A DONNER

FOR APPROVAL POUR APPROBATION

FOR SIGNATURE POUR SIGNATURE

FOR COMMENTS POUR OBSERVATIONS'

MAY WE DISCUSS? POURRIONS-NOUS EN PARLER ?

YOUR ATTENTION VOTRE ATTENTION

AS DISCUSSED COMME CONVENU

AS REQUESTED SUITE A VOTRE DEMANDE

NOTE AND RETURN NOTER ET RETOURNER

FOR INFORMATION POUR INFORMATION

Attached is a copy of the letter from

the OAU - as discussed by you and

Mr. Rutledge.

C R.13 (8 -7 5)
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SEOrRETARIAT EXECUTIF DE I.ORGANISATION

Do i!UNfTE: AFRICAINE Aux NATIONS UNIES

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT OF THE ORGANIZATION

OF~ AFRICAN UNITY To THE UNITED NATIONS

211 EAST 43Rb SmttqiT, NEw YoftK, N. Y.ý 10017

697-8333

New York le 13 Juin 1977

GA/294/OUA/7 7'

SERVICE DES CONFERENCES
United Nations, Room lB-2B
New York, N.Y. 10017,

Att::Mr-s. N.,MALCOLM

I Suite a notre conversation td1~phonique,. j'ai 1'honneur de vous~confirmer

que tous les Etats memnbres accr~d:--tgs aupriis des Nations Tinies, les*Direct~eurs des

Agences-ý sp~cialis~es e~tles Observateurs Permanents assisteront a la r~union

so~lennelle qui se tiendra le jeudi 16 juin 1977 .a.11 heures a la Salle-de Conference

No 4 a 1'exception des deux Etats membres s uivanits:. AFRIQUE flU SUD ET ISRAEL

AFRI CI ECAIN
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NOTE FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL {0j
Mr. Katz, special representative off Mr. Begin, met today with

Brzezinsky. According to US source, he is trying to explain to the

White House that the image of Mr. Begin presented in the United States

news media was distorted and incorrect. Mr. Begin and his Government

would show flexibility on the Middle East problem.

Mr. Katz had a number of meetings with representatives of various

Jewish organizations in the United States in an effort to convey the

same message regarding Mr. Begin and his forthcoming Government.

Qx-etij
R. Stajduhar
4.50 p.m.
8 June 1977



PERMANENT 800 SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL !2A RI4tk NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

TO THE UNITED NATIONS -OXFORD 7-5500

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United
Nations presents his compliments to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and has the honour to refer to
his note NV/77/lO of 24 May-1977, with which he
transmitted a statement issued by the Government of the
Syrian Arab Republic. This statement, purporting to
address itself to African affairs, contains yet another
unbridled attack on the part of Syria against Zionism
and Israel. In effect, it called for the destruction
of the State of Israel under the guise of "struggling
vehemently" for the final elimination of the national
liberation movement of the Jewish people.

The Government of Israel cannot but regret that the
Government of Syria should have chosen to exploit the
African Liberation Day in this undisguised manner for
the purposes of its unrelenting political warfare against
Israel. Its statement gives the lie to the fulsome
professions of peaceful intentions voiced recently by
Syrian leaders. It also undermines the efforts
currently being made to advance the process of negotiation
towards a genuine peace in the Middle East.

For its part,Israel reiterates that it is ready at any
time to conduct peace negotiations with Syria in
accordance with Security Council resolutions 242 (1967)
of 22 November 1967 and 338 (1973) of 22 October 1973.

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United Nations
has the honour to request that this note be circulated as
an official document of the United Nations.

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United Nations
avails himself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretary
General of the United Nations the assurances of his highest
consideration.

New York
31 May 1977
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UNIT D NA IONSNATIONS UNIES

POSTAL ADDRESS- AORESSE POSTALE UNITED NATIONS. N Y. 10017

CABLE ADDRESS-ADRESSE TELEGRAPHICUE UNATIONS NEWYORK

REVERENCE. NV177/13

The enclosed communication dated 31 May 1977 is

transmitted to the Permanent Missions of the States Members

of the United Nations at the request of the Permanent

Representative of Israel to the United Nations.

2 June 1-977



PERMANENT 800 SECOND AVENUE

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

14- THE UNITED NATIONS OXFORD 7-5500

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United
Nations presents his compliments to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and has the honour to refer to
his note NV/77/lO of 24 May 1977, with which he
transmitted a statement issued by the Government of the
Syrian Arab Republic. This statement, purporting to
address itself to African affairs, contains yet another
unbridled attack on the part of Syria against Zionism,
and Israel. In effect, it called for the destruction
of the State of Israel under the guise of "struggling
vehemently" for the final elimination of the national
liberation movement of the Jewish people.

The Government of Israel cannot but regret that the
Government of Syria should have chosen to exploit the
African Liberation Day in this undisguised manner for
the purposes of its unrelenting political warfare against
Israel. Its statement gives the lie to the fulsome
professions of peaceful intentions voiced recently by
Syrian leaders. It also undermines the efforts
currently being made to advance the process of negotiation
towards a genuine peace in the Middle East.

For its part,Israel reiterates that it is ready at any
time to conduct peace negotiations with Syria in
accordance with Security Council resolutions 242 (1967)
of 22 November 1967 and 338 (1973) of 22 October 1973.

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United Nations
has the honour to request that this note be circulated as
an official document of the United Nations.

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United Nations
avails himself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretary
General of the United Nations the assurances of his highest
consideration.

New York -

31 May 1977 1



UNITED NATIONS _

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

Mr. Kurt Wal *m

G:The Secretar'keneral

NATIONS UNIES

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DT:25 May 1977

./ REFERENCE:___________

DE:M A. N. Shevchenko. Under-Secretary-General
IDepartment of Political and Security Council Affairs

OBJT: Analysis of Israeli Election Results

I believe that you may be interested in

.reading the attached analysis of the implications

of the Israeli election results.

TO:
A:

THIROU
S/C DI



DEPARTMENT OF POL3ITICAL AND

SECURITY COUNCIL AFFAIRS

Political Affairs Division

CONFIDENTIAL

JSS:aw

25 May 1977

A FIRST LOOK AT THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE ISRAELI ELECTIONS



A First Look at the Implications of the Israeli Elections

The official results of the Israeli elections will be

announced on 26 June, following which the President of Israel

will consult all the parties in the Knesseth and then call on

one man to try to form a government. The preliminary election

results now indicate the following distribution of seats in

the 120-seat Knesseth:

Likud - 43

Labour Alignment - 32

Democratic Movement for Change - 15

National Religious Party - 12

Orthodox Religious Parties - 5

Democratic Front (Communist) - 5

Independent Socialists - 2

Shlomz ion (right-wing
independents) - 2

others - 4

120

while the official results may show a shift of one or two

seats it is possible now to draw the following conclusions

concerning the implications of the vote distribution:

1. The very heavy loss in Labour's~ strength was due primarily

to the formation of the Democratic Movement for Change, made up

largely of former Labour memibers. Since the foreign policy

platform of the DMC is hardly distinguishable from that of

Labour, the major loss of Labour clearly does not result from

foreign policy considerations. The 15 seats won by the DMC do

not represent votes for either a harder or softer line on a

peace settlement.
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2. Likud's gain of four seats, while impressive, would not

indicate a major reorientation of Israeli thinking on foreign

policy. What it does suggest is that the element in the population

which favors a hard line, including retention of all or most of

the West Bank and Gaza, has been and remains substantial and

has increased rather than declined. Putting this together with

the other results one must conclude that to the limited extent

that the election results show movement on foreign policy it is

toward a harder line. No new party or faction favoring a softer

line emerge~d during the elections.

3. Likud., which as the largest party will presumably be

asked first to form a government, has at least two coalition

possibilities and should be in a favorable bargaining situation.

It starts from the fairly firm base of its own 43 seats., plus

12 seats of the National Religious Party and the 2 seats of

Schlonz ion (both of which share Likud thinking on the West Bank

and Gaza) for a total of 57 seats. Since a minimum of only

four additional seats is required for a majority, participation

of either the orthodox religious parties with 5 seats or the

DM~C with 15 would suffice. Participation of both would give

the government a comfortable majority of 16.

4. While the Likud bargaining position is favorable, it

cannot form a government without either the DMC or the orthodox

parties and neither shares the Likud position on the West Bank

and Gaza. This means that at least some moderation of the

extreme Likud foreign policy position is likely in the formation

of a government.
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5. The Labour position, should it eventually be asked to

form a government, is much less favorable. Assuming a base of

49 seats made up of Labour, DNC and independent socialists, it

is mathematically impossible for Labour to form a Labour-led

majority government without the participation of the National

Religious Party or both the orthodox and communist parties.

Since the communists, because of their non-Zionist policy,

are probably excluded, Labour is in fact dependent on the

National Religious Party - the same party which it eliminated

from the last government and which insists on retention of the

West Bank in any peace settlement.

Likud - Party and Program

Likud is a fusion of several parties which formerly were

independent but which joined together partly because of compatible

policies but more importantly in order to strengthen their

political position and influence. The two main parties included

in Likud are Herut, which accounts for 18 of Likud's 43 seats.,

and the Liberal Party, which accounts for 16. Herut is the

right-wing party founded by Menachem Begin which has always

insisted that judeae and Samaria must be incorporated in Israel.

The Liberal Party has been mainly identified with free-enterprise,

opposition to state and trade union control of the economy and

conservative fiscal policy. Herut and the Liberals found their

principal basis of union in common opposition to the economic

and social policies of Labour and the major trade union (Histadrut)

rather than in agreement on foreign policy. Since Herut is the
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largest faction in Likud and Begin the dominating figure, Likud

has espoused a foreign policy which is essentially that of

Herut and Begin. its main points relevant to the Arab-Israeli

conflict are:

-- Samaria, Judaea and the Gaza strip (with less emphasis)

are part of Israel as given by God to the Jews and must

be retained within the State.

-- Palestinians are no different from other Arabs. Those

resident in Israel (i.e. the West Bank and Gaza) should

be free to apply for Israeli citizenship. They would

then automatically have a "homeland". Those not

chosing Israeli citizenship should retain Jordanian

citizenship.

-- US support of Israel results from the US national

interest in preventing Soviet domination of the Middle

East. it therefore is not subject to withdrawal.

-- Peace is desirable and should be achieved through

negotiations between Israel, Egypt, Jordan and Syria.

Territorial compromises in the Sinai and Golan Heights

are not excluded. Mr. Begin is prepared to lead an

Israeli delegation to a resumed Geneva Peace Conference

limited to the original participants.

These Likud positions have long been well-known. What

is perhaps of greater interest is the agressively uncompromising

manner in which Begin chose to articulate them immediately

after the elections. (The text of his responses to Time
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Magazine is appended as illustrative.) There are indications

that this is beginning to place strains on the internal unity

of Likud which, while hardly a threat to the party, could well

influence coalition negotiations in which leaders of the

Liberal Party facti.on will play a role.

The Problem of Likud Leadership

The first problem for Likud in assuming leadership of the

Israel government is the precarious health of Menachem Begin.

It seems questionable whether he has the stamina to carry for

long the rigorous burdens of prime minister. The second in

command of Herut and therefore the logical successor to Begin

is Ezer Weizman, in the past Chief of the Air Force and

Minister of Transport and a nephew of Israel's first President.,

Chaim Weizman. Ezer Weizman is known as a hawk but is said to

be more pragmatically inclined than Begin. He proved an effective

political leader during the election campaign when Begin was

confined to the hospital.

While troublesome., the problems of leadership could prove

minor compared to the problems inherent in the foreign policy

which Likud represents. This policy will probably, as indicated,

be modified at least slightly in the process of forming a

government. Influence from abroad will also have some effect.

But any Likud-led government seems bound to reject major West

Bank territorial concessions, any negotiations with the PLO

and the creation of a Palestinian entity. Indeed it can claim

with much justification that it has no mandate to do otherwise.

The results can be foreseen: Serious friction with Washington;
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the likelihood of division within the major American Jewish

organizations on support for Israel's policies; increased

agitation against Israel and Zionism in the UN, possibly

involving the status of UNDOF and UNEF; stepped up defense

programs in the Arab countries; renewed terrorism, including

violence in the West Bank and Gaza.

No Israeli Government can long remain impervious to such

developments. For this reason the Likud policy is unlikely

to prove sustainable in the long run. Either it will be

subject to progressive modification or there will be political

fragmentation which will necessitate new elections. Either

way the process can be long and poorly suited to the achievement

of an overall settlement, with increasing danger of renewed

hostilities.

The Labour Alternative

Because of the necessity of coalition with the National

Religious Party and serious differences within the Labour

Alignment, itself, a Labour-led government could not be

expected to carry out a foreign policy which would constitute

a clearly defined alternative to that of a Likud-led government.

This is an inescapable conclusion from the election results.

The difference is that a Labour Government would start with a

degree of flexibility which Likud would only reach after a

period of sustained pressure. But in both cases the degree

of flexibility on dealing with the PLO, the return of territory

and the establishment of a Palestinian entity would be, of
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political necessity, limited. The election results do not

permit the formation of what might be called a "peace

government. "

Summary Conclusions

The mathematics of the election results clearly indicate

that Likud will lead the next Israel Government. The necessity

for coalition with either the DMC or the orthodox religious

parties will impose some moderation on Likud foreign policy

but the government will be hard-line and will yield only

grudgingly and slowly, if at all., on the central issues of

interest to the Arabs in a settlement. For better or worse

the Israeli population will have the opportunity to judge

the viability of a clearly defined policy based on the

achievability of an enlarged Israel and peace in the Middle

East. This may encourage the emergence of a clear alternative

policy within the mainstream of Israeli politics. other than

this fairly distant prospect, the main hope of successful

negotiations on a Middle East settlement would seem to lie

in the emergence of leadership with sufficient charisma and

vision to be able to move as far beyond the restrictions of

previously defined policy and coalition politics as may be

necessary to take advantage of any opportunities which may

now or in the future exist to achieve peace.



was surprised by the Likud victory and
somewhat aipprehensive about having to
dear w~ith an Israeli leader who is not a
member of the Labor Establishment. In
their public statements, however, prom-
inent U.S. Jewish leaders simply noted
that Likud's victory was a democratic
expression of the will of the people of Is-
rael. Rabbi Alexander Schindler, head
of the Union of American Hebrew Con-
gregations, insisted that Begin "is not
really a wild-eyed radical. He is a pa-
triot." He added, however, that orga-
nized American Jewry will act as a mod-
erating influence on his government.

In Congress, there were mixed feel-
ings among Israel's traditional support-
ers. "You can cut the gloom 'up here
with a knife," said Illinois Senator
Charles Percy. "There is great skep-
ticism about this new Premier." Percy
felt that concern would translate into
greater senatorial support for moves by
Carter to put pressure on Israel to go
to Geneva. Washington does have a
in;Zmber of exploitable pressure points

-most notably, the outstanding Israeli
requests for military aid. Jerusalem
wants American assistance in building
its new Chariot tanks, and it wants
F-16 fighters as eventual replacements
for its Phantoms. On the nonmilitary
front there are also some U.S. options.
Washington, for instance, could end the
current U.S. tax credit on contributions
to Israel by American Jews.

~Vly because he was seen as a man
who would stand up to American

"pressure. Is he as intransigent as
his statements sound? In Israel, Begin's
detractors contend that his stand against
surrendering the West Bank has been
too consistent and unambiguous to make
credible the belief that he might sub-
stantially change his view. Even if he
wanted to, it is possible that too many
of his supporters have such a passion-
ate commitment to holding all of an-
cient Eretz Israel that he could not sur-
vive if he betrayed his pledges.
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The counterargument is that Begin,
in emerging from opposition to leader-
ship, may be drawn to what Walter
Lippmann once called "the suction of
the center." Campaign Manager Weiz-
man puts it another way: "There is a
great difference between the behavior
of the main opposition party and the
major political power which has to lead
the country." As for Begin's supposed ina-
transigence, Weizman insists: "Believe
me, give him time and he will behave
as the head of a government. He will ne-
gotiate more than all the Premiers be-
fore him. You will see him becoming
more flexible than anybody believes."

Israel's supporters, and perhaps also
its Arab antagonists, have ample rea-
son to hope that Weizman's judgment
will prove correct. For if a Begin gov-
ernment is unwilling or unable to ne-
gotiate reasonably with those Arab lead-
ers who seem ready to move toward
peace, the fearful alternative is another
era of turmoil-and perhaps bloodshed
-in the Middle East.

4.

T-T :iI wo0L
Menachem Begin was courtly and

hospitable last week when TIME Jerusa-
lem Bureau Chief Donald Neff and Cor-
respondent David Halevy interviewed him
at his Tel Aviv apartment. "This is where
Ahid outfrom the British in the late '40s, "
he grinned. "If they had ever caught me
here, they would have shot me down with-
out asking questions. "Said Begin:

ON A PALESTINIAN STATE. It is in-
conceivable to us to allow a Palestinian
state. Let me tell you that's not only the
opinion of the Likud. On this we have a
national consensus. The previous gov-
ernment was also of the same opinion.
Under no circumstances can we agree to
a so-called Palestinian state. It would be
a mortal danger to us. There is a consen-
sus of, I suppose, 95% of the people, and
by their political representatives, not to
allow such a development to take place.

ON BEING CALLED A TERRORIST. I
don't give a damn what I'm called. I'm
used to it. Let me explain. In the '40s, the
Germans were killing our brethren. No
Jews were allowed to come into this
country. We begged the British, "Open
the gates; let them come in." What did
we do? We started to fight, to open the
gates and allow our people to be saved
from destruction. We started to fight to

TIME, MAY30. 1977

save our people. Now take [Palestine
Liberation Organization Leader Yasser]
Arafat. What is his aim? He said in the
so-called Palestinian charter that it was
the destruction of the Jewish state. Isra-
el must disappear. He wants to destroy a
nation. Our aim is to save a people.
When I am called a terrorist and Arafat
is called a guerrilla, I think it is the apex
of injustice.

ON LIKUD AND LABOR. The differ-
ence between the parties is not on a Pal-
estinian state, not on Jerusalem never to
be divided again, not on no return to the
lines of 1967. The difference is that the
Labor Party says we should be ready to
give back part of Judea and Samaria [the
West Bank]. Likud is not ready to do so.
To whom are we going to give it back?
[In 1948] King Abdullah invaded this
country from Jordan, he killed our peo-
ple, destroyed our synagogues and he oc-
cupied part of it. Then in the early '50s
he annexed it. Nobody recognized that
annexation but Britain and Pakistan.
The U.S. never recognized it. So give
what back? It doesn't belong to them.

ON A WEST BANK SOLUTION. We
are ready to give the people of Samaria
and Judea free opt ion of citizenship. If
they want Israeli citizenship, they will
get it. If they prefer to keep their pre-

vious citizenship, they may. We are not
going to force ours on them. They can
have complete cultural autonomy and
social and economic advancement, liv-
ing in their homes. This is their home-
land-living together with us. What is
wrong with a Jewish majority living to-
gether with an Arab minority in peace.
in human dignity, in equality of rights?
I believe that we can live together. It is
not an occupied country as people un-
derstand that horrible term. We let them
live in their homeland.

ON ANNEXING THE WEST BANK. I
object to the word annex. You annex for-
eign land by international law. You
don't annex your own country. You
wouldn't annex Tel Aviv, would you?
The same applies to Bethlehem.

ON SINAI AND GOLAN. Within Si-
nai we can find a line of peace in the con-
text of a peace treaty. The same prin-
ciple would apply to the Golan Heights.
But Judea and Samaria cannot be giv-
en up in any part, not only because they
belong to us, but because it would de-
stroy our security and in my opinion de-
stroy the chance for peace.

ON RELATIONS WITH THE U.S. I val-
ue relations with America very much.
provided they are mutual and with rec-
iprocity. I know we have basic differ-
ences with the U.S. about a settlement.
I believe they can be resolved. If I meet
President Carter, I will tell him about
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[the situation]. He knows the Bible by
heart. I also know some parts of the Bi-
ble. And he knows the land. Let him be
the judge. I don't know whether I will
convince him, but I will do my best.
Don't forget the Rogers plan was pre-
sented to us in 1969. [Former Premier
Golda] Meir said that "any Israeli gov-
ernment that would accept the plan
would commit treason." If Carter says
withdrawal to the 1967 borders with mi-
nor modifications [which he does], it is
exactly the Rogers plan. But it is even
worse. Rogers never mentioned a Pal-
estinian homeland.

ON A U.S.-IMPOSED SOLUTION. I
don't think President Carter will do it
to Israel. He is not going to send Ma-
rines to coerce us. We are a sovereign
state and to assume that President Car-
ter, of all people, would withhold arms
is the wildest fantasy. I'll tell you why.
I heard Carter say to President Ford in
the second [campaign] confrontation in
.California that "you almost drove Isra-
el to her knees by that so-called reas-
sessment of (Secretary of State] Kissin-
ger's." A man who uses such sharp
words of condemnation and claims that
there must be morality between nations
-that he of all people should try to bring
Israel to her knees is inconceivable. If
it happens, then we shall say, "Mr. Pres-
ident, we are going to stand on our feet.
We are not going on our knees."

ON SOVIET EXPANSION. I believe
that the U.S. does not want to see the So-
viet Union expanding. Israel is the fac-
tor in the Middle East that prevents the
Soviet Union from taking over com-
pletely. When we were along the Suez
Canal, we helped the U.S. by having the
canal closed for six years. Soviet ships
taking arms to North Viet Nam had to
go via the Cape of Good Hope. a delay
of 16 days. Then in September 1970, Syr-
ia massed tanks on the Jordanian bor-
der and Washington moved the Sixth
Fleet to the eastern Mediterranean. The
U.S. asked us to make a move. We con-
centrated part of our troops against the
Syrian tanks. The Syrians withdrew, and
there was no war. I think we rendered
a service to the U.S.

ON FORMING A GOVERNMENT. I
would like a government of national se-
curity, meaning all the parties except the
-Communists. I would like the Labor
Party in, but if [the party's leaders] re-
fuse, then we shall say we regret it but it
is their decision. We shall try to have a
,government in which the majority in the
Knesset will express its confidence. We
will not even try to form a minority gov-
ernment as Labor has now. We consider
the Democratic Movement for Change
to be a serious candidate for the coali-
tion. But we would not accept'a D.M.C.
ultimatum that we hold new elections in
two years to get electoral reform. I would
like a national unity government be-
cause now is an exceptional situation for
Israel, both externally and internally. it
is a serious situation. 1977 might be the
year of political negotiations.

HIGH SEAS

Uwranium: The Israeli Connection
In the foggy dawn of Nov. 17. 1968,

the German-built freighter Scheersberg
A (gross tonnage: 1,790 tons) chugged
out of Antwerp harbor with a Liberian
flag flying from its mast and 560 drums
of "yellowcake"-a crude concentrate of
uranium-packed beneath its decks.
The ship never reached its declared des-
tination of Genoa, Italy. Instead, after 15
days at sea it docked at the Turkish port
of Iskenderun on Dec. 2, riding high in
the water. Its strategic cargo--200 tons
qf uranium, worth $3.7 million, that
could potentially be used for nuclear
weapons-had vanished. The disap-
pearance of the uranium was first dis-
closed last month by Paul Leventhal, a
former counsel to the Senate Committee

lantic of five gunboats seized by Israeli
agents from the French harbor of Cher-
bourg in 1969.

In the uranium opei'ation, the Israe-
lis relied on assurances from the West
German coalition government of Chris-
tian Democratic Chancellor Kurt-
Georg Kiesinger that they would be al-
lowed to disguise their purchase as a
private commercial transaction in West
Germany. In exchange, TIME'S sources
say, Israel promised West Germany ac-
cess to its advanced uranium separation
process that can be used to produce nu-
clear weapons. Asked directly about it.
officials in Bonn refused last week either
to confirm or to deny any past govern-
ment involvement in such a deal.

No Hijacking. Investigators for the
European Community began looking for
the missing uranium several months af-
ter the Scheersberg A showed up empty
at Iskenderun. They developed evidence
that the cargo had not vanished in a hi-
jacking: the uranium was shipped by a
firm that knew it would never arrive at
its destination in Italy. The firm was a
now-defunct German petrochemical
company called Asmara Chemie, and it
had purchased the uranium-which was

THE KERKYRA, ALIAS SCHEERSBERG A

DAN ERT, ALIAS DAN AERBEL
Innocent barrels morked "plumnbaf."

on Government Operations, at a confer-
ence in Salzburg, and the report was con-
firmed later by European Community
officials.

Who had the uranium? And how did
they get it? After several weeks of
investigation by a team of correspon-
dents, TiME has learnied that the
Scheersberg A 's voyage from Antwerp
was part of a complex plot concocted by
Israeli intelligence agents. Its purpose: to
disguise a secret Israeli purchase of
much-needed uranium for its French-
built nuclear reactor at Dimona in the
Negev Desert-, an overt purchase might
have pushed the Soviet Union into sup-
plying nuclear arms to the Arab states.
The Scheersberg A. which is still in ser-
vice as a tramp steamer under the name
Kerkyra. was secretly owned at the time
of the uranium caper by the Israeli intel-
ligence service, Mossad. It was one of
three ships (another was called the Vita)
that Israel used in the late 1960s for se-
cret operations. TIME has discovered
that the ScIheersbeirg A was almost cer-
,inly involved in the refueling in the At-
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A new political force in Israel:
The Democratic Movement for Change

The formation-in Israel of a new political party, the

Democratic Movement for Change, which was announced in

December 1976 could substantially change the political

balance and have an important effect on Israeli policy toward

a Middle East settlement. Its founders include former Labour

Party members, headed by Professor Yigael Yadin, Mr. Amnon

Rubinstein., leader of a protest movement (Shinuior Change)

established after the 1973 war and Mr. Shmuel Tamir, leader of

the "Free Centre" group in the Knesset who along with other

members resigned their parliamentary seats to join the D.4.C.

In addition, members of Oded., a movement of young intellectuals

of North African origin, leaders of Histadrut's Koor industrial

combine and its subsidiaries, and hundreds of members from the

kibbutzim and cooperatives have joined the movement. Some

influential Druze leaders have also joined. Mr. Yadin has

apparently sought to amalgamate factions of the Centre into

the D.M.C., so as to give it a pivotal role in any future

coalition government. Labour Party leaders, including

Mr. Rabin and Mr. Allon have bitterly accused Yadin of adding

to the number of parties and electoral lists and compounding

the political confusion.

By its composition, the D.M.C. seems to lean towards the

right in political philosophy. Nonetheless, it does represent

a protest movement against the inability of the Labour Government

to effect economic and social reforms and it has attempted to

avoid the image of an essentially conservative philosophy

i n the economic sphere. It has stressed the centrality of

domestic issues, and called for the reform of the government

system by creating a small Inner Cabinet.

No formula has yet been formulated by the new party on the

potentially divisive issue of Israeli withdrawal from Arab

territories. While some members like Mr. Rubinstein are considered

as doves,. others who were previously pro-Likud, like Mr. Meir Zorea,

hold expansionist views. The disparity of views between Yadin,
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Tamin and Rubinstein has led some commentators to predict that

the Movement will postpone any concrete decision on the issues

of peace and territorial compromise as long as possible. It

is noted that some of the key leaders have held high military

or security posts in the past. Around the middle of March,

internal elections will be held within the D.M.C. for the

party's governing bodies and for its electoral list. This

may provide a clearer idea of the new party's orientation.

The importance of the D.M.C. lies in the key role it may

play in the formation of the next Israel Government. As of

now, its leaders expect to gain between 12 and 15 seats in the

next Knesset. If, as seems possible, the governing Labour

Party loses seats to Likud, the major opposition grouping,

either Labour or Likud may be able to form a government with

the participation of D.M.C. and neither without it. Given

its emphasis so far on domestic rather than foreign policy

the entry of the D.M.C. into a Labour government will presumably

not bring about much change in Israel's approach to a Middle

Eastern settlement. Should, however, the D.M.C. enable Likud,

to form the next Israel government, a substantially new

situation would arise, given that grouping's commitment to an

expanded Israel and its uncompromising attitude on territorial

questions.
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PERMANENT MISSION OF ISRAEL OXFORD 7-5500

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

.PRESS RELEASE 3 March 1977

Ambassador Chaim H-erzog, speaking to a group of African

students this morning, expressed his sense of outrage at

the refusal of the Human Rights Commission to take any

concrete action-in the face of the uninhibited abts of

murder in Uganda, if only to try to prevent their continuation.

Only three weeks ago the Human Rights Commission saw fit to

censure Israel on totally false and trumped-up charges.

Nevertheless it is now unable to pluck up the moral courage

to condemn a blatant example of mass murder carried out

systematically by a tyrannica~l regime.

The silence of the Human Rights Commission on the question

of Uganda is yet further proof that its automatic majority,

which characteristically of the U.N. includes Uganda itself, is

completely cynical and callous in its activities.
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During the Secretary-General's mneeting with

Foreign Minister Allon in Israel, the latter raised

the question of the situation of the jewish population

in Syria. While recognizing that the situation had

improved in some respects, he said that his Government

was concerned about the freedom of movement and the

right to emigrate. in particular he referred to co.

400 marriageable jewish girls living in Syria who

were not able to find husbands there. Foreign Minister

Allon asked the Secretary-General to bring-this humani-

terian matter to the attention of the syrian authorities.

24 February 1977
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BY BERNARD EDINGER
JERUSALEM, JAN 11,. REUTER -- ISRAELIS TODAY REACTED WITH

FURY AT THE RELEASE OF PALESTINIAN GUERRILLA LEADER ABU DAQUD, AND
FOREIGN MINISTER YIGAL ALLON PUBLICLY ACCUSED FRANCE OF FAILING
IN ITS INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS*

MR ALLON TOLD A PACKED AND TENSE KNESSET (PARLIAMENT):
"FRANCE HAS NOT STOOD UP TO THE INTERNATIONAL TEST OF COURAGE AND
INTEGRITY. IT HAS BLATANTLY VIOLATED IS INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS
FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC EXPEDIENCY.

"FRANCE WENT DOWN ON ITS KNEES EVEN BEFORE IT HAD TOL,
DI-SPLAYING A MINIMUM OF COURAGE AND A MAXIMUM OF KNEE-FLEXING,"
MR ALLON SAID WITH VISIBLE ANGER.
MORE DP/DC

AFP-062
URGENT

ABOU DAOUD
L'OLP SATISFAITE

FARIS, 11 JANV (APP) -. L40LP SE FELICITE DE LA DECISION DF
RENETTRE EN LIBERTE ABOU DAOUD, LE DIRIGEANT PALESTINIEN
ARRETE A PARIS VENDREDI SOIR.

M. EZZEDDINE KALAK, DIRECTEUR DU BUREAU D'INFORMATION ET DE
LIAISON DE L'OLP A PARIS, EN APPRENANT LA DECISION DE LA
CHAMBRE D'ACCUSATION SELON LAQIJELLE ABOU DAOUD DEVRAIT ETRE
REMIS EN LIBERTE, A DECLARE : *'NOIJS NOUS FELICITONS DE L'
ATTITUDE DE LA JUSTICE FRA-NCAIE.9'E TýOUT LE MIONDE CONSTATE
AVEC NOUS QU'ON A VOULU PORTER ATTEINTE AUX BONNES
RELATIONS ENTRE L'OLP ET LA FRANCE'' A ENCORE AJOUTE LE/REPBESIZNTANT DE, L'OLP A PARIS.7

APP



PERMANENT A800 SECOND AVENUE
REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL r ke o r NEW YORK. N. Y. 10017

TO THE UNITED NATIONS Coe,

n OXFORD 7-5500

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United Nations
presents his compliments to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations and in reference to the Decree No. 5384 dated
23 February 1976 purporting to extend Albanian territorial
waters -to a breadth of fifteen nautical miles, which was
communicated to the Permanent Mission of Israel by the
Permanent Mission of Albania through the Secretary-General
on 8 March 1976, has the honour to state the following:

In view of the Government of Israel, there is no foundation
in existing international law for claims to extend the territorial
sea to a breadth of 15 nautical miles from the baselines from
which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured, and
accordingly it reserves its rights and those of its nationals in
respect of the Decree of 23 February 1976.

The Permanent Representative of Israel has the honour to request that
a copy of this note be transmitted to all Member States of the United
Nations.

The Permanent Representative of Israel to the United Nations avails
himself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretary-General of
the United Nations the assurances of his highest consideration.

New York
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